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Change Draff Rule; Can
Volunteer for Navy ^
Negroes Between 18 and 38 May Enlist
As Apprentice Seamen in Regular Navy
Because of the great need for
Negroes as officers’ mess attend
ants in the U. S. Navy, the navy
announced on Dec. 29 that a por
tion of the President’s executive
order of Dec. 5 has been waived,
and Negro men from the ages of
18 to 38 may enlist in the navy.
The Dec. 5 order stopped all
volunteering in the armed servic
es between those age limits, re
stricting enlistments to 17-yearold youths, and to men between
the ages of 38 and 50.
According to the rule issued
Tuesday, Negro men of draft age
(18-38) may volunteer for the na
vy. All that is necessary is that
they get a note from their local
selective service board.
Men entering the navy under
these new conditions will enlist
as apprentice seamen in the reg
ular navy for the duration of the
war. Previously, apprentice sea
men enlisted in the naval reserves
for specified periods, usually two
years.
After enlisting as an apprentice
seaman and going to camp for re
cruit training (usually Camp Rob
ert Smalls at the Great Lakes
Naval Training Station), the Ne
gro sailor may transfer to a
school for further training, or to
another branch of navy service.
K. J. Simmons, specialist re
cruiter of the navy office here in
Kansas City, said that the navy is

in great need of officers’ mess
attendants, because of the vast
program o f enlarging the navy,
with many new ships being built.
/ ‘As I talk to young colored
men, I find there are a number
of mistaken notions about the
messman branch of the navy,” the
recruiter said.
“ Mess attendants serve officers,
they do not work for white en
listed men, they are not given the
‘dirty work’ such as emptying
garbage, stoking coal, etc.,” he
explained.
“ Oificers’ stewards, cooks and
mess attendants work in the of
ficers’ quarters, which as you
might expect are furnished finer
and have better equipment and
facilities than quarters for enlist
ed men,” according to Recruiter
Simmons, who looks on the job
of the officers’ mess attendant as
a “ good spot” with more glamour
attached to it than to many other
places.
“ It’s a place for fine-looking,
neat fellows who take pride in
their clothing, their surroundings
and their food,” the recruiter con
tinued as he described mess at
tendant’s status. “ They eat the
same food the officers eat, you
know,” he added.
The navy is good for any youth,
Simmons believes. The training,
discipline, travel, experience, ad
vice of good authorities, regular
habits, good food and clothing
and medical care for the rest of
one’s life are advantages anyone
should be glad to have, he said.

Pay for the messman branch
is on the same scale as all other
branches of the navy. The ap
prentice seaman and the mess at
tendant third class make $50 a
month base pay on entering the
navy. The next pay class is $54,
moving up, according to length
of
service
and
promotions,
through $66, $78, $96, $114, to
$138, the highest pay rate for en
listed men. In addition there are
several ways of earning extra
pay.
Dependents of men in the na
vy may receive an allowance just
as army dependents, and they
may also have advantages of insurance.Negro men between the ages
of 18 and 38 who desire to enter
the messman branch, which in
cludes officers’ stewards, cooks
and mess attendants, may volun
teer now as apprentice seamen
and then obtain a transfer to the
messman brane>.
“ Many men who have had ex
perience as waiters, head waiters,
stewards, cooks, cook’s helpers,
food purchasers, caterers, experi
ence in preparation and buying
food and planning meals find
‘good jobs’ in the navy,” accord
ing to Simmons.
“ Because they are located in
the officers’ quarters, mess at
tendants wear a type of clothing
which is more like an officer’s
than other enlisted men,” he con
tinued. “ They get to see a lot of
ceremony that others miss, too.”
“ Being a mess attendant in the
navy, with all the care Uncle
Sam gives you is better than hav
ing a poor paying job or none at
all, somewhere around town,” he
emphasized.
Men desiring to enlist in the
messman branch should apply at
the navy office in the federal
building, 811 Grand.

cussing the progress made by Ne
groes in the navy department, Lt.
Commander P. B. Brannon of the
department o f public relations
last week pointed out the necessi
ty o f observing military rules and
regulations in revealing the num
ber o f Negroes now in the ser
vice.
However, he did point out that
the splendid record of Negro re
cruits at Camp Robert Smalls,
Great Lakes Naval Training sta
tion, was one of which they could
be justly proud.
“ With the exception of special
ists who were enlisted to assist in
the recruiting effort, Negroes
who enter the navy for general
service start as apprentice sea
men,” he said. “ They have the
opportunity of advancing in the
following
ratings;
electrician’s
mate; gunner’s mate; radioman;
quartermaster;
signalman; yoeman;
storekeeper;
machinists
mate; metalsmith; shipfitter; car
penter’s mate; motor machinist’s
mate; aviation metajsmith and
aviation machinist’s mate.
“ At Great Lakes selected re
cruits have the opportunity of at
tending service schools.
Those
schools have been established in
the above mentioned ratings and
require the recruit to undergo a
period of 16 to 26 weeks train
ing.
“ The navy also enlists mem
bers of the Negro race in con
struction battalions.
These are
not labor battalions but consist
almost entirely of rated men. The
opportunity is offered in the con
struction battalions to enlist in
higher ratings than apprentice
seamen.
Among the qualified
men required for enlistment are
electricians;
drillers,
concrete
workers, steel workers and Wel
ders. The navy also enlists mem
NAVY SATISFIED
bers of the Negro race in Negro
WITH NEGRO SAILORS
bands. Over 20 Negro bands have
been enlisted.
The navy con
By Alvin E. White
tinues to enlist Negroes in the
WASHINGTON.— (A N P )— Dis mesutnan branch.”

Negro Seaman May Get
Rank Of Second Mate
WASHINGTON— Commis Port’s refusal of an appointment.
sioner Macaulay of the War This was with the Boland and Cor
Shipping administration, In nelius company Who offered him a
conference with Mrs. Dorothy
K. Funn and other members
of the Negro Labor Victory com
mittee of New York City, indicated
this week he would support the
application of Henry E. DuPort»for
a second mate’s assignment on a
United States vessel.
During the conference with the
commissioner, NLVC officials point
ed out that DuPort, who lives in
New York City, held a second
mate’s license under authority of
the National Maritime commission,
to serve on any ship of any tonnage
on any ocean.
It was also shown that DuPort,
in seeking employment in the war
effort, had difficulty in gerting con-,
sideration from maritime employ
ers in and about the Port of New
York and that he had kept a de
tailed record, since November 10,
of his experiences in seeking em
ployment as a licensed seaman of
his rank.
Complaints were made against
the following firms as violators of
the President's FEPC Order No.
8802: Luckenbach Steamship com
pany, United Fruit company, Moore
MacCormick Lines, Weyerhauser
SS company, U. S. Army Transport
Base, Sword Steamship Line, Calmore Steamship Corp., State Marine
Corp., and Boland and Cornelius
Corp.
It was also pointed out that Du
Port had kept in close touch dur
ing the past two months with
George Wakefield of the War Ship
ping Administration and his asso
ciate Mr. Rheinhart. In one case
these officials were apprized of Du-

third mate’s tour with the SS Iron
side, a coal boat in the coastal ser
vice.
"I did not accept this job because
there would not have been any ex
perience to be gained. Further, my
license is not a coastal one and
such a job Would make it impos
sible for me to retain my unlimited
license if I accepted such a posi
tion.” explained DuPort.
After hearing the representations
of members of the Victory commit
tee, Commissioner Macauley sug
gested that DuPort should file im
mediate application for an assign
ment as a “junior” in his grade in
order to get the necessary employ
ment experience and thus to coun
ter the vicious employment cycle
which so far has defeated him. Du
Port has accepted this recommen
dation. DuPont’s qualifications it is
said, are on file with the U S. Mari
time Commission in Washington.
Should DuPort be successful in
securing an assignment as second
mate on a U. S. vessel, he will be
next in rank to Captain Hugh Mulzac, famous commander of the
Liberty Ship, Booker T. Washing
ton, which recently completed its
maiden voyage.
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WASHINGTON POST

into the Navy, Marine Corps and
Coast Guard as well as the Army
have been completed and will be
put into operation Monday, Selec
tive Service Headquarters an
nounced yesterday.
It was announced at the same
time that the discharge of men 38
or older from the Army would be
deferred until sufficient numbers
of replacements have been trained.
About 300,000 men over 38 are
now in the Army, it was said.
The War Department announced,
also, that Air Corps enlisted re
servists qualified for aviation cadet
training would be called to active
service before April 1, but that
every effort would be made to regIulate the call so as to enable college
students to finish semesters for
which they were, enrolled DecemUnder the new overall draft plan,
local boards will be given a com
bined call for a stated number of
men who will be assigned to the
various services on a proportionate
basis., although individual prefer
ence will be “ given the fullest con
sideration possible.” If fewer men
are found physically fit than the
total asked, those available will be
apportioned according to the need
of each service.
An assignment board at each in
duction station will determine the
service to which each man will be
assigned.
A two-week extension of the Feb
ruary 1 deadline for Selective Serv
ice registrants to carry their draft
classification cards as well as their
registration certificates >vas seen
yesterday so that draft boards could
make up lists of delinquents eligi
ble for nrosecution and also give
these men more time to consult
their boards to get the necessary
papers in order.

AMSTERDAM-STAR NEWS
New Y ork C i t y , N .Y.
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NEGRO MARINE UNIT
PRAISED BY OFFICERS!
51st Defense Battalion Making Splendid
\\^
Recofd A t New River, N. C. Training Camp
B1 ALVIN L. WHITE

WASHINGTON (A N P )—The 51st Defense battalion, U. S.
Marine corps, 1,200 strong, now in training at the 200 square mile
reservation at New River, N. C., is winning the praise of the com
manding officers and of fellow marines by virtue of its excellent
record and conduct.
The 51st is the first Negro unit ever trained in this branch of
the armed forces. But it is making such progress it will be the
basis, it is believed, for a fuller use of Negroes in this hitherto
closed branch of tthe services.
According to officials in the marine corps, a defense battalion
is one similar to the unit glorified in recent film. “ Wake Island."
In other words, it is a unit fitted to hold captured spots, once the
landing units have gained a foothold. Many of these units are
operating in the West Indies and where the United States has
obtained concessions for air bases. There is no difference between
the Negro unit and the others in the service.
Get 8 Weeks Training
Starting from scratch, the men creasingly more difficult and tech
receive eight weeks basic training, nical.
similar to that received by army
Because there have
been no
men in 13 weeks. From here the Negroes in the Marine Corps pre
training continues, becoming in viously, all of the training is car

ried on by white officers and noncoms. Drill masters in the train
ing cadre are toughened through
years of experience. As soon as
Negroes qualify in the manifold
duties of the Marine Corps they
will be promoted to the ratings
and ranks they are entitled to.
The commanding general of the
area has expressed a desire foi
the mutual respect by both colorec
and white Marines. No friction has
developed in the camp and there
has been no more than the usua
run of military infractions anc
violations.
Writes of Work

Edeson E. Blackman Jr., Private
First Class, has written excellently
of the work accpmplished.
His
story follows:
“ Since June when Negroes were
first accepted for enlistment for
the fleet marine force of the U. S.
Marine Corps, and since the latter
part of August, when the first
recruits arrived at the marine
barracks, New River, N. C., defi
nite progress has been made. Re
cruits have been arriving here
at our Montford Point base at tbrate of approximately 200
month since the latter part of
August."

Navy, Marine Corps
Quotas of Colored
Men to Be Increased
Will Adopt Army’s 10-Per Cent
Plan Following McNutt’s Appeal
for Full Manpower Utilization ^
V * 0 JP 1
WASHINGTON
Accelerated induction of colored men into the
armed forces to help meet the personnel needs of the
navy and marine corps is expected as a result of the
insistence of Paul V. McNutt, chairman of the War
Manpower Commission, that those services accept their
proportion of colored selectees.
This new policy of ap
people which he lost when
portioning colored selec ored
he ordered the President Fair Em
tees among the army, navy ployment Practice Committee to
its proposed hearings oa
and marine corps is said to cancel
race discrimination in railroad em
have the approval of the ployment.
Mr. McNutt, who has been as
White House.
It is designed to solve the prob
lem of the large number of col
ored men passed over in the in' duction process. Until recently the
navy and the marine corps met
their personal needs through vol
untary enlistments but restricted
enlistments of colored men.
Army Taking Its Share
Colored men represent approx
imately 10.6 per cent of the total
number of men inducted in to the
army through the Selective Serv
ice System. Calls for colored se
lectees, however, have been de
layed.
The navy has agreed, it was said,
to accept a proportionate induc
tion of colored and white induc
tees on the basis of classification.
Officials of the marine corps are
said not be at all adverse to or
ganizing additional units for col
ored selectees.
Their experience, it was said,
has been gratifying with the bat
talion o f colored marines that has
been organized and trained.
Acceptance of colored selectees
by the navy and the marine corps
in the proportion that colored men
bear to white men in the total
registration under Selective Serv
ice is regarded as another step
toward effective utilization of all
available manpower.
May Regain Lost Esteem
The Selective Service Bureau is
a part of the War Manpower Com
mission and McNutt’s success in
effecting this new agreement may
regain some of the esteem of col

sailed by liberal groups for the
part he played in emasculating the
FEPC, is said to have pressed
hard to persuade the navy to alter
its policy of restricting enlistments
of colored men.
The administrative device of
passing over colored registrants in
the induction process and the re
strictions against voluntary enlist
ments of colored men in the army,
navy and marine corps, it is un
derstood, have left many draft
boards with surpluses of colored
manpower, while white registrants
in Class 1-A are being exhausted.
Could Fill Month’s Quota
One official stated that if all
quota restrictions on race were re
moved, the bulk of next month’s
quota would be filled by available
colored men in Class 1-A.
Secretary Frank Knox has made
it clear that the navy would con
tinue to follow the army’s prac
tice of setting up segregated units
for colored men. It is expected
that these units will be assigned
to duty at naval shore establish
ments and to coastal protection
work in smaller vessels.
Colored marines are expected to
be committed to combat. Marine
officers assigned to the colored bat
talion report that their men are
living up to the highest marine
corps traditions.
The War Department’s plan to
raise an army of 8,2000,000 men
by the end o f 1943 will mean, un
der its present 10-per cent quota,
that approximately 820,000 colored
soldiers will be included.

This proportion, however, does
not apply to the arms and services,
but to the army as a whole. Sec
retary o f War Stimson has said
that the number in each branch
will be determined by the number
that proves appropriate to the par
ticular characteristics of that
branch o f training.
With the armed forces slated to
reach a total o f 10.8 millions by
the end of the year, a percentage
based on population would call
fo r about 1,080,000 colored men in
all branches in army, navy and ma
rine corps.
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100,000 NEGROES
TO NAVY STARTING
INNavyMAY
Will Get
Contrary to an earlier story, it Is
not «wpected th at the navy w ill
make any form al announcem ent,of
Its plans but rather will hold .o ff
for a while and later relearn a state
m ent pointing to the accom plished
fa ct.
.

w

' •A ■

-V

Starting
McNutt Plan T o
Speed induction

-A A >v*«

'

Is Put In Force
tA j^uC aC • /A i /t
,

f

\

-..V.N.V.

According tg the Inform ant, a
schedule o f induction has already
officials
been, worked out by
next
which will m ean th at for
eight m onths, approximate VXWOO
m en will be taken In each
first b atch . w ill -report *
c a ll.. ^ t _the tim e th is
wag collected, it' was ■
to secure figures which V
an aocurate comparison *
these plans
and the ■ experience
s t n ^ e t t v . eerrice w asJnaugur-

By ERN EST E . JOHNSON

W A SH IN G T O N , D. C. — (ANP)
— One hundred thousand Negro in 
ductees are going to be channeled
Into the Navy department during
the balance of the year it has been
exclusively learned from :an unbn/peachahle source. The accelerated
program is understood to be the
direct result o f the reported efforts
of ' W a r Manpower Chief Paul V .
M cN utt to have all services of the
armed forces utilise Negroes to the
extent o f 10 per cent o f total p er-?
sonnel.

NegrdU.f th e 'te V e rtl „ , ,
navy , Jurisdiction havei n ot. 5 T h is
would .m ean thkt the n a v y , w ill bb
catching up in ordar t6 ACTt*w '« t a
com plem ent w ith a radio o f one
Negro to every ten w h ites.,

i : . ’• 1 '' 1

'

*.

R eliable as th is source Is, there
was no willingness to discuss de
tailed arrangem ents with regard to
classifications and ranks open to
Negroes. M en are now iriVI
ns technicians and
m en, but there appears to . bo no
real disposition bn the part o f the
navy to train officers
m ends. ■■4 *
The m en going into th e n ary,
it was said,
w ill be distributed
among the m arines, -J th e. coast
guard and the navy itself.
V :
W hen D r. M alcolm 8 .
former chairm an o f the
nounced his resignation in January,
it was said th at he was, going to
the navy where he would be in
charge of Negro affairs. E fforts to
reach him there have been unavailng. It is now learned that M acLean
s attending the school 4o r m ilitary
-ovem ors at
C harlottesville.
V a.
Vhat Connection there m ight bo be
tween these two item * rem ains to
be explored.

New Liberty Ship To Be

Name^Jjgjep^pouglass
tI7 AC1TTTXT /-+ m ^

-

.. .

W A S H I N G T O N . — The
Maritime
commission
an
nounced this week that a Lib
erty ship, assigned for con
struction in a Baltimore, Md.,

.............
scientist, is under construction at a
West Coast shipyard.
The name Frederick Douglass was
assigned to the third Liberty Ship
by the Maritime Commission at the
request of Local 43 of the CIO In
dustrial Union of Marine and Ship
building Workers of America. The
victory production committee of the
Bethlehem-Fairfield Shipyards will
make arrangements for the launch
ing ceremony which is scheduled to
be held in May, 1943
Douglass, a slave of exceptional
intelligence, was born in Tuckahoe.
Md., in February, 1817. Taught
secretly to read and write by the
wife of one of h is -owners, he soon
learned to use his forbidden knowl
edge to write “free passes" for
runaway slaves.
In September, 1838, while work
ing as a ship caulker in Baltimore,
Douglass masqueraded as a sailor
and escaped by railway train to

shipyard, will be named for Fred
erick Douglass, famous Negro oratoc and journalist of the Civil War
period.
,
The ship, third of a series
named for outstanding N e g r o
Americans, will be launched at the
Betlehem-Fairfield Shipyards in
Baltimore—a short distance from a
site where Douglass, a Marylandborn slave, once worked as a ship
caulker.
The first ship of this series, the
S.S. Booker T. Washington, named
for the noted Negro educator, is
now in active service under a Ne
gro master, Capt. Hugh Mulzac. The
second, the S.S. George Washington
Carver, named for the world-famous New York City. For three years, he
worked as a day laborer in New
York State and New England. In
August, 1841, however, he gave an
extemporaneous speech at an anti
slavery meeting in Nantucket, Mass.,
which resulted in his appointment
as one of the agents of the Massa
chusetts Anti-Slavery Society. With
in a few years he became the most
famous Negro figure in the aboli
tionist movement.
As a representative of the society,
Douglass toured Ireland, Scotland
and England and did much to enlist
the sympathy of the British public
with the Abolitionists in America.
From 1847 to 1860. he published an
anti-slavery weekly journal, The
North Star, later called Frederick
Douglass’ Paper. During the Civil
War, he was the first to suggest the
use of Negro troops by the United
States government.
After the war, Douglass served
as assistant secretary of the Santo
Domingo Commission, under Presi
dent Grant; as federal marshal in
Washington, D. C.; recorder of
deeds for the District of Columbia,
and American minister-resident and
consul-general in the Republic og
Haiti.
Known as the most effiective
orator produced by his race in
America, Douglass died in Anacostia Heights, Washington, D. C.,
on February 20, 1895.
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100-000 FACE
NAVAL SERVICE
CALL IN MAY
By Ernest E. Johnson
WASHINGTON, April 23. IAN
P )— One hundred thousand Negro
inductees are going to be channel
ed into the navy department dur
ing the balance of the year it has
been exclusively learned from an
unimpeachable source. The accel
erated program is understood to be
the. direct result of the reported
efforts of War Manpower Chief
Paul V. McNutt to have all serv
ices of the armed forces utilize
Negroes to the extent of 10 per
cent of total personnel.
Contrary to an earlier story, it
is not expected that the navy will
make any formal announcement of
its plans but rather will hold off
for a while and later release state
ment pointing to the accomplished
fact.
According to the informant, a
schedule of induction has already
been worked out by the navy offi
cials which will mean that for
the next eight months, approxi
mately 12.500 men will be taken
in each call. The first batch will
report in the May call. At the
time this information w a s collect
ed. it was not possible to secure
figures which would give an accu
rate comparison between these
plans and the experience since se
lective service was inaugurated.
It was acknowledged, however,
that the rate of induction does
represent a substantial increase
owing to the fact that whereas the mands.
army has been getting its full
The men going into the navy, it
share of Negroes, the several serv was said, will be distributed among
ices nuder navy jurisdiction have the marines, the coast guards and
not. This would mean then that the navy itself.
the navy will be catching up in
When Dr. Nalcolm S. MacLean,
1older to arrive at a complement former chairman of the FEPC, an
with a ratio of one Negro to ev nounced his resignation in Janu
ery ten whites.
ary, it was said that he was go
Reliable as this source is, there ing to the navy where he would
is no willingness to discuss de be in charge of Negro affairs. Ef
tailed arrangements with regard to forts to reach him there have been
classifications and ranks open to unavailing. It is now learned that
Negroes. Men are now in train MacLean is attending the school
ing as technicians and ordinary sea for military governors at Char
men, but there appears to be no lottesville, Va. What connection
real disposition on the part of the there might be between those two
navy to train officers to take com items remains to be explored.

PHILADELPHIA TRIBUNE

P h ils d e ln h is , Penns.
May 1 , iqU3

To Increase Induction
Of, ^Negroes In Marines
«'

W ASHiJN G T O N

-
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---------------------------------------i l l
sea services eventually
would be the same as their pro
portion of the national popula
tion— about 10 per centNo definite statement was
made as to when the sea ser
vices would begin taking Ne
groes in the higher propor
tion, although the Army has
maintained
this
percentage
since the original draft.

in the

crease in the induction of Negroes into the Navy, Marine
Corps and Coast Guard will
be made, according to a recent
statement of War Manpower
Commissioner, Paul V. Mc
Nutt.
The schedule now being
planned will guarantee that
the proportion of Negroes in

TO BE NEGROES
W A O T f ^ N , ' May K S —Tl'.e
navy ddpfartment form ally an
nounced Wednesday that upwards
of 15 percent o f the men induct
ed this year will be Negroes. The
announcement follows by two
weeks the exclusive report of the
Associated Negro Press that some
100,000 Negroes would be pro
cessed by Dec. 31.
Earlier in the week, War Man
power Chairman Paul V. McNutt
admitted in his press conference
that "a satisfactory schedule” had
been worked out with the navy
department for the increased rate
o f induction. He said also that
tiie schedule
would “ guarantee
what we have asked them to do.”
McN utt all along has been press
ing the armed froces to accept
Negroes up to 10 per. cent of the
total personnel o f all branches.
The navy announcement would
indicate that he has scored.
The announcement made no
mention of the distribution to be
made of the men inducted al
though the department has juris
diction over both the marine
corps and the coast guard. Nor
would McNutt throw any more
light on the subject, preferring to
rest on the comment that it “ is
none o f my business.”

If the navy has any p,lans for
the training or enlistment o f Ne
groes as commissioned officers, it
has not revealed them, and ques
tions directed to its bureau of
public relations failed to elicit any
additional information.
Of the thousands of Negroes
w ho volunteered for service with
the navy before the President’s
executive order of Dec. 5, 1942,
banning
voluntary enlistments,
iflcst have completed their basic
training ana many have com plet- I
ed advanced training at the
vocational schools, the departure:
revealed.
|
“ Under navy’s present plans,”
the announcement says, “ Negroes
inducted are assigned to duty ac
cording to the needs of the serv
ice. Aptitude and the personal
choice of the individual receive
consideration.
Fololw ing induc
tion, as in the case of all induc
tees, they are given classification
tests to determine the type of
duty for which they are best fit
ted, and then assigned for train
ing.
“ The majority of Negroes in
ducted into the navy are assigned
to the naval training station,
Great Xahan. JU., for r-keruit train
ing. Upon the completion of their
basic training, some of the re
cruits are immediately assigned to
duty at shore establishments or
aboard defense and harbor craft.
Others attend Class ‘A ’ Service
schools at Great Lakes or at
Hampton Institute for additional
training before assignment.
“ Those who are assigned to the
‘Seabees’ (construction battalion)
train fo r eight weeks at Camp
Peary, Magruder, Va. A fter epmpfeting their training, they are as
signed to duty throughout the
world.”
t
Schools fo r the training o f ste
ward’s mates, gunner’s mates,
quartermasters, signalmen, electri
cian’s mates, radiomen, shipflt<“
machinist’s mates, motor macj^
ist’s mates, metalsmiths, avimetalsmiths, all construct^
talion ratings, carpen'
yeomen, storekeep
bakers, and >*he’ existence

NEW JERSEY FERALD NEWS
Npwarlc, Nev J^ r^ ey
IS .
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ur Marines

in Action

— Official OWI Photo by Roger Smith
Breaking a tradition of 167 years, the T7. S. Marine Corps started enlisting Negroes on
•Tunel. 194,1. The first class of 1,200 Negro volunteers began their training three months
l*ter as members of the 51st Composite Defense Battalion at Montford Point, a section of
the 200-square mile marine base. Camp Lejeune at New River, N. C. Photo shows a class
learning to operate a late model 50-calibre anti-aircraft machine gun.

CALL AND POST
f 'l p v p l a n d , 0 .

arines to Accept
10,000 More TSegr

?S

One Negro Unit Already Assigned to Overseas
Duty; Marine Corps Announces Plans
For Recruiting 1 0,000 More
WASHIGTON — With one unit |of Negroes on June 1, 1042. Three
of cgro Marines already assigned |months later, the first group of
.
.
,
1,200, volunteers frm all sections of
to overseas duty and others be the country, began their training
ing trained in artillery, anti-air at the 200-square mile North Caro
craft, communications and other lina camp which had been con
fields, Marine Corps Headquarters structed at a cost of $00,000,000.
today announced plans for re
Placed under the command of
cruitment of 10,000 Negroes.
Approximately 2,000 Negro Ma Col. Samutl A. Woods, Jr„ a for
rines are now beinf trained in the mer military instructor at The Ci51st Composite Defense Battallion ta nel, a military school at Charles
at Montford Point, Camp Lejeune, ton, S. C., and a Marine veteran of
mammoth Marine Training Reser 26-years active service, the first
seven
vation at New River, N. C. ,ind Negro Marines completed
"
pt basic , training jtffouy
ncv -ecruits are nrrivi:
vlng special Instruction in man*
rate of 40 a day.
;f
posts io fi'-nsiv,
Breaking a tradition of 167 years,
rtraiing included four weelra
the Marine Corps begi
as '“boots” during which they
learned drill, manuel of arms, bay-;
onet use and other fundamentals,
and three weeks at the Rifle Range
camp for instruction in the use of
firearms and jmarkmansliip.
Following basic trailing, the
unteers were permitted to t>ele
their branen or scvice.
a
some received training in an
craft and artillery work, communT
cations, machine gun and small
artillery. Others chose headquar: ters, transport,
personnel, depot,
and stewad work. Regardless o f
choice, however, all the Negro Ma
rines were taught to use seven dif
ferent weapons of war.
Col. Woods, who entered the Ma
rines as a second lieutenant
in
1916 and served on the staff of
Gen. Smedley D. Butler In France
during the last war, expressed gra
tification at the progress o f the
first group of Nego Marines. He
called attention to the fact that
only 10 percent of the Negro vol
unteers were placed in Class 5, the
lowest rating of the general Army
classification test, while the gener
al ratio among selectees in the Ar
my has often risen to 50 per cent..
As a result o f their aptitudes and
capacities for leadership, members
of the original Negro
volunteer
group will eventually._be.jDla.ced in
charge of the entire training pro
gram for Negro Marines, the com
mander stated.

Under the expanded program fqr
the recruitment of Negro Marines,
recreational facilities will be in
creased at Monford Point. At pre
sent, the all-Negro section of Camp
Lejeune ha sa theatre where motion
pictures are shown nightly without
charge, and a library with more
than 5,000 volumes. The men have
organized a 40-piece band, a glee
club, baseball, basketball and box
ing teams, and other amusement
units. The nearest USO
center,
however, is at Wilmington, N. C.,
some fifty miles away. Present
plans call for the erection of a hos
tess house in which it is hoped
that facilities will be provided for
a USO Center.
The expanded program also w 11
include the .creation of a Stewards
School and a Cooks and Bakers
School. Graduates from the Cooks
and Bakers school will automati
cally receive the rating and pay of
master sergeant. The Stewards
School, first of its kind in the his
tory of the Marine Corps, will Of
fer training to approximately 1,200
of the proposed 10,000 Negro Ma
rines.
Last November, the Marine Corps
started enlisting 500 additional
Negro recruits to be trained as oc
cupational specialists for account
ants, telephone operators, radio
maintenance and repair men, elec
tricians, warehouse men, machin
ists, clerks, musicians, truck driv
ers, mechanics and cooks and bakColonel Woods, who has seen £ctive service in Nicaragua, Costa
Rica and other South and Central
American countries as well as
China, the Philippines and otl er
parts of the Orient, declared that
there were few complaints frtjm
any; of the Negro Marines.
“I have found that any soli
>ldi ei
anywhere will respond to his duLties if treated like a human beiti;
The same is true o f the Negro Miarines as o f all other persons in the
service.”

Recreation Provided
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Marine Ranks Opened For
10,000 More Race Recruits
WASHINGTON— With one
unit of Negro Marines al
ready assigned to overseas
duty and others being trained
in artillery, anti-aircraft, com
munications and other fields, Marine
Corps Headquarters this week an
nounced plans for recruitment of
10,000 Negroes.
Approximately 2,000 Negro Ma
rines are now being trained in the
51st Composite Defense Battalion at
Montford Point, Camp Lejeune—
mammoth Marine Training Reserva
tion at New River, N. C.—and new
recruits are arriving at the rate of
40 a day.
Breaking a tradition of 167 years,
the Marine Corps began the enlist
ment of Negroes on June 1, 1942.
Three months later, the first group
of 1,200—volunteers from all sec
tions of the country—began their
training at the 200-square mile
North Carolina camp which had
been constructed at a cost of
$69,000,000.
Fast Progress
Placed under the command of
Col. Samuel A. Woods, Jr., a former
military instructor at The Citadel,
a military school at Charleston. S.
C., and a Marine veteran of 26-years

active service, the first Negro Ma
rines completed seven weeks o f
basic training before receiving spe
cial instruction in manning outposts
in offensive action. Basic training
included four weeks as "boots” dur
ing which they learned drill, manu? of arms, bayonet use and other
firearms and markmanship.
Following basic training, the vol
unteers were permitted to select
their branch of service. As a result,
some received training in anti-air
craft and artillery work, communi
cations, machine gun and small ar
tillery. Others chose headquarters,
transport, personnel, depot and
steward work. Regardless of choice,
however, all the Negro Marines
were taught to use seven different
weapons of war.
Colonel Woods, who entered the
Marines as a second lieutenant in
1916 and served on the staff of Gen.
Smedley D. Butler in France during
the last war, expressed gratification
at the progress of the first group of
Negro Marines. He called attention
to the fact that only 10 percent o f
the Negro volunteers were placed
in Class 5, the lowest rating of the
general Army classification test,
whjle the general ratio aaOMKIMelectees in the Army has often risen
to 50 percent.

As a result of their aptitudes and
capacities for leadership, members
of the original Negro volunteer
group will eventually be placed in
charge of the entire training pro
gram for Negro Marines, the com
mander stated.
Under the expanded program for
the recruitment of Negro Marines,
recreational facilities will be in
creased at Montford Point. At present, the all-Negro section of Camp
Lejeune has a theatre where motion
pictures are shown nightly without
charge, and a library with more
than 5,000 volumes.
The men have organized a 40piece band, a glee club, baseball,
basketball and boxing teams, and
other amusement units. The nearest’
USO center, however, is at Wilming
ton, N. C., some fifty miles away.
Present plans call for the erection
of a hostess house in which. it is
hoped that facilities will be pro
vided for a USO center.
The expanded program also will
include the creation of a stewards
school and a cooks and bakera
school. Graduates from the cooks
and bakers school will automatlcally receive the rating and pay of
master sergeant.
The stewards
school, first of its kind in the his
tory of the Marine Corps, will offer
training to approximately 1,200 of
the proposed 10,000 Negro Marines.
Few Complaints
Last November, the Marine Corps
started enlisting 500 additional Ne
gro recruits to be trained as occu
pational specialists for accountants,
telephone operators, radio main
tenance and repair men, electri
cians, warehouse men, machinists,
clerks, musicians, truck drivers,
mechanics and cooks and bakers.
Colonel Woods, who has seen ac
tive service in Nicaragua, Costa
RiCfe and other South and Central
American countries as well as in
Chipa, the Philippines and other
parts of the Orient, declared that
there were few complaints from any
of the Negro Marines.
"I have found that any soldier
anywhere will respond to his duties
if treated like a human being. The
same is true of the Negro Marines
as of all other persons in the
service.”
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nit Is Sent
Overseas To WarZone
W ASH ING TON , D. C.— A The Citadel, a military school at
jlueprint for the full utiliza-^Charleston, S. C.. and a Marine
tion of colored fighters in veteran of 26-years active serthe United States Mariiic
■
Under his Jeadeisliip the Negro
Jorps was revealed ill .. a Marines were taught to use sevei
■rent w
weapons of war.
’» ■ /__ -----------------------------------------------<Iavy announcement
Ihru different
Colonel W oods called alien - Rica and Other Soutli and Cen
he Office of W ar Information to the lact that only 10 tral American countries as well as
•ion this week that one. unit
per cent of the Negro volun- in Chink, the Phillipines and other)f Negro Marines has.., al ters were placed in Class 5, parts of the Orient, declared that
ready been assigned to over the lowest rating of the gen there were few complaints from
seas' duty and that present eral Army classification test, any of the Negro Marines.
while the general ratio among
“ I have found that any soldier
orders call for the reb
selectees in the Army has o f
anywhere will respond to his du
nent of 10,000 Negroes.
ten risen to 50 percent. . . . .
ties if treated like a human be
COMPLAINTS
Marine Corps headi
ing. The same is true of the NeColonel Woods, who has seengro Marines as of all other perters made no stateme:
service
in
Nicaragua,
Costa
sons
in the service,” he remarked.
the type or strength of
Marines overseas nor of
unit’s battle station.
Further evidence of the blue
print was inclosed in a statement
by Col. Samuel A. Woods. Jr.,
commander o f the 51st Composite
Defense Battalion at Montford
Point. Camp LeJuene-Mammoth
Marine Training Reservation at
New River. N. C„ that “ as a re
sult o f their aptitudes and capa
cities for leadership, members of
the original Negro volunteer group
will eventually be placed in charge
of the entire training program for
Negro Marines.”
Approximately 2.000 Negro
Marines are now being train
ed in the 51st and new re
cruits are arriving at the rate
of 40 a day.
Breaking a tradition o f 167

years, the Marine Corps began the
enlistment o f Negroes on June 1,
1942. Three months later, the
first group of 1.200 volunteers
from all sections of the country—
began their training at the 200square mile North Carolina camp
which had been constructed at a
;ost of $69,000,000
Col. Woods their commander is
x former nlUitary instructor at
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10,000 More Negroes;
One Unit Is Overseas
WASHINGTON, D. C.—With one
unit of Negro Marines already as
signed to overseas duty and others
being trained in artillery, anti-air
craft, communications and other
fields, Marine Corps Headquarters
on Monday announced plans for
recruitment of 10,000 Negroes.
Approximately 2,000 Negro Ma
rines are now being trained in the
51st Composite Defense Battalion
at Montford Point, Camp Lejeune,
mammoh Marine Training Reserva
tion at New River, N. C., and new
recruits are arriving at the rate
of 40 a day.
Breaking a tradition of 167
years, the Marine Corps began the
enlistment of Negroes on June 1,
1942. Three momhs later the first
group of 1,200 volunteers from ali
sections of the country, began their
training at the 200-square mile
North Carolina camp which had
been constructed at a cost of $69,000 , 000 .

Placed under the command of
Col. Samuel A. Woods, Jr., a for
mer military instructor at The
Citadel, a military school at
Charleston, S. C., and a Marine
veteran of 26 years active service,
the first Nergo Marines completed
seevn weeks of basic training be
fore receiving special instruction
in manning outposts in offensive
action. Bsaic training included
four weeks as "boots" during
which they learned drill, manual
of arms, bayonet use and other
fundamentals, and three weeks at
the riflq range camp for instruc
tion in the use of firearms and
marksmanship.
Following basic training, the
volunteers were permitted to se
lect their branch of service. As a
result, some received training in
anti-aircraft and artillery work,
communications, machine gun and
small artillery. Others chose head
quarters, transport, personnel, de
pot, and steward work. Regard
less of choice, however, all the Ne
gro Marines were taught to use
seven different weapons of war.

Assign Marine C orp
To Overseas Duty
MARINES TO ACCEPT
10,000 MORE NEGROES
Washington, D. C.—With one
Placed under the command of
unit of Negro Marines already Col. Samuel A. Woods, Jr., a for
assigned to overseas duty and mer military instructor at The
others being trained in artillery, Citadel, a military school at Char
anti-aircraft, communications and leston, S. C., and a Marine vet
other fields, Marine Corps head eran of 26 years’ active service,
quarters announced plans for re the first Negro Marines completed
seven weeks of basic training be
cruitment of 10,000 Negroes.
Approximately 2,000 Negro Ma fore receiving special instruction
rines are now being trained in the in manning outposts in offensive
Basic training included
Fifty-first Composite Defense Bat action.
talion at Montford Point, Camp four weeks as “ boots,” during
Lejeune, mammoth Marine train which they learned drill, manual
ing reservation at New River, N. of arms, bayonet use and other
C., and new reccruits are arriving fundamentals, and three weeks at
at the rate of 40 a day.
the rifle range camp for instruc
Breaking a tradition of 167 tion in the use o f firearms and
years, the Marine Corps began the marksmanship.
enlistment of Negroes on June 1,
Following basic training, the vol
1942.
Three months later the unteers were permitted to select
first group of 1,200—volunteers their branch of service. As a re
from all sections of the country— sult, some received training in
began their training at the 200- anti-aircraft and artillery work,
square mile North Carolina camp communications, machine gun and
which had been constructed at a small artillery. Others chose head
quarters, transport, personnel, de
cost of $69,000,000.
pot and steward work. Regardless
of choice, however, all the Negro
Marines were taught to use seven
different weapons o f war.
Colonel Woods, who entered the'
Marines as a second lieutenant in
1916 and served on the staff of
Gen. Smedley D. Butler in France
during the last war, expressed
gratification at the progress o f

the first group of Negro Marines.
He called attention to the fact that
only 10 per cent of the Negro vol
unteers were placed in Class 5,
the lowest rating o f the general
Army classification test, while the
general ratio among selectees in
the Army has often risen to 50
per cent.
As a result of their aptitudes
and capacities for leadership, mem
bers of the original Negro volun
teer group will eventually be
placed in chacrge o f the entire
training program for Negro Ma
rines, the commander stated.
Under the expanded program
for the recruitment o f Negro Ma
rines, recreational facilities will be
increased at Montford Point. At
present the all-Negro section at
Camp Lejeune has a theatre where
motion pictures are shown nightly
without charge, and a library with
more than 5,000 volumes. The men
have organized a 40-piece band, a
glee club, baseball, basketball and
boxing teams and other amusement
units. The nearest USO center,
however, is at Wilmington, N. C.,
some 50 miles away. Present plans
call for the erection of a hostess
j house in which it is hoped that
facilities will be provided for a
USO center.

The expanded program also will
include the creation of a stewards
school and a cooks and bakers
school. Graduates from the cooks
and bakers school will automatic
ally receive the rating and pay of
master sergeant.
The stewards
school, first of its kind in the his
tory of the Marine Corps, will
offer training . to approximaely
1,200 of the proposed 10,000 Negro
Marines.
Last November the Marine Corps
started enlisting 500 additional
Negro recruits to be trained as
occupational specialists for ac
counts, telephone operators, radio
maintenance and repaid men, elec
tricians, warehouse men, machin
ists, clerks, musicians, truck driv
ers, mechanics and cooks and
bakers.
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Negro Marines Receive Instructions iji
Judo from Negro Who Taught Ga. Cops

Negro Marines at Montford known that he was hired to teach
Point, Camp Lejeune, N. C., are judo to the Georgia State Police.
receiving expert
instruction
in A letter from Gov. Ellis G. Arnall,
judo from the man who formerly then Attorney General of Georgia,
taught that phase of self-defense compliments Ghazlo on the excel-1
to the Georgia State Police.
lence of his instruction to the
This instructor is Cpl. Arvin L State Police force. This letter is
Ghazlo, a member of all-Negro 51st I kept, together with one fr<jm Jack
Composite Defense Battalion now) Dempsey whom Ghazlo also taught
indergoing training at the large |judo.
Marine Training Reservation
at
Recently Lt. Col. A. J. Drexel
Biddle, one of the leading expon
New River, N. C.
Born in Puerto Rico, Ghazle was i ents of Judo training for men in
brought to this country in his ! the armed forces, visited Camp Leyouth. While living in New York I jeune. He used Corporal Ghazlo as
he developed an interest in ju jit- an opponent in demonstrating the
su and made a full study of it un art of disarming an enemy.
der a professional instructor
in
In addition to instructing
re
Manhattan’s Chinatown. Employed cruits in judo and bayonet train
as a physical training instructor ing, Mpl. Ghazlo teaches judo to
in New York and
Philadelphia, all military police in Camp LeGhazlo wei* to Atlanta after mar jeune.
rying a young woman from the
Photo shows Cpl. Ghazlo (right!
Georgia city.
demonstrating to a bayonet class
Within a short time there, his technique of disarming the enemy.
prowess in judo became so widely
(OWI Photo)
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Navy To Name Warship
For Mess Attendant ,
Hero Killed In Action
Secretary o f the Navy Frank
Knox has approved the assignment
o f the name U. S. S. Harmon to
a destroyer escort vessel, now un
der construction, to honor
the
name o f the late Leonard Roy
Harmon, Negro mess attendant
first class, U. S. N., and has
awarded Harmon the Navy Cross
posthumously fo r “ Extraordinary
Heroism” while serving aboard the
U. S. S. San F rancisco..
Harmon was 26 and the son o f
Mrs. Naunita Harmon Carroll, o f
Cuero, Texas, lost his life during

action against enemy Japanese
forces in the battle o f Guadal
canal, November 12 and 13, 1942.
Throughout the engagement he as
sisted in caring fo r the wounded
and evacuating them to dressing
stations aboard the ship, and, ac
cording to the citation accompany
ing the Navy Cross award, dis
played “ Unusual loyalty in be
half o f the injured executive o f
ficer.”
He was killed when he delib
erately exposed himself to hostile
gun fire to protect his shipmates.

NEGRO CAPTAIN TO PHOT SS
DOUGLASS, NEWCARGO SHIP

\X

WASHINGTON, D. C., May 27. Harry Brown, and Mayor The
— A Negro captain and a color odore R. McKeldiji of Baltimore.
The launching program, for
ed and white crew were await
ing completion of the SS Frede which Martin Zech, a shipyard
rick Douglass at the Bethlehem- engineer, served as master of”
Fairfield shipyards in Baltimore, ceremonies, began at 11:30 a.m.,
Md., this week, following the with a recorded playing o f “ The
launching of the third Liberty Star-Spangled Banner.” This was j
ship named for an outstanding followed by several recordings
of songs by Paul Robeson and
Negro on May 22, 1943.
The vessel was christened Sat vocal selections from the “ Vic
urday afternoon by Anne Wig tory Four,” a quartet of Negro 1
workers, Allen
Z.
gins
Brown,
Baltimore-born* shipyard
concert singer and original star Currin, Charles Jackson, Thom
of “ Porgy and Bess,” as the Ne- as Turner and and Julius Rayne.
The recording system broad
gro master, 51-year-old Captain
Adrian Richardson, and three cast “ God Bless America,” as the
members of his crew witnessed ship slid down the way.
In accepting the plnque at the
the ceremony.
ceremony, as three of his aides
Grandson at Ceremonies.
by. Captain
Richardson
I Also present at the launching stood
was
Frederick Douglass
III, expressed gratification at the op
grandson of the former slave portunity o f becoming the sec
who once worked as a ship caul ond Negro master of a Victory
ker in the Baltimore area and ship and pledged himself and his
who escaped from there in 1938 crew to an all-out effort in thei
to become an internationally fa delivery of war goods to the mous abolitionist, orator and ed battle fronts
Captain Richardson, a native'
itor. The grandson is now a pub
Phillipsburg. St.
Martin,
lic school teacher at Dunbar of
High school in Washington, D. ! Dutch West Indies, is now a res
ident of New York City. He re
C.
ceived his master's license in
Several
thousand
shipyard 1916 and was captain of an ar
workers, including many of the j my transport in the last war.
7,500 Negroes employed in the ; Prior to his assignment to thej
yard,
witnessed the
program SS Frederick Douglass, he has
which included the presentation commanded two vessels on trips
o f a plaque to Captain Richard to the war zones during this
son by Ferdinand Smith, nation war.
al secretary of the National Ma
The first Liberty ship named
ritime union. In his presentation, for an outstanding Negro Amer
Mr. Smith said:
ican, the SS Booker T. Wash
“ It is fitting and proper that ington, is already in active ser
in a war for freedom and liber vice under a Negro master, Capt.
ation, the vessel called ‘Frede Hugh Mulzac. The second, the SS
rick Douglas’ should sail the George Washington Carver, was
seas. During another war of the recently launched at the Kaiser
same aims, this good abolition shipyards in Richmond, Cal.
ist, orator and journalist was in
Twenty-four hours before thel
the forefront of the fight against Frederick Douglass was launch
slavery. His ideals have lived ed, Secretary of the Navy Frank
and this
ship delivering
vital Knox announced that he had
materials
of war production approved the assignment of the
symbolizes the ideals ~ r which name USS Harmon to a Destroy
Frederick Douglass fought in his er Escort vessel now under con
lifetime.”
struction, to honor the name of
the late Leonard Roy Harmon,
Completed in 29 Days.
Miss Brown, who was present Negro mess attendant, first classy
ed with a sponsor’s gift by J. who was killed when he delib
M . Willis,
vice-president and erately exposed himself to hos
general manager of the compa tile gun fire to protect his ship
ny, broke the bottle of
cham mates on a naval vessel at Guad
Harmon was awarded
pagne across the prow of the alcanal.
vessel just 29 days after its keel the Navy Gross posthumously for
was laid. Included among the 50 “ extraordinary heroism,”
and
special guests at the ceremony “ unusual loyalty in behalf of the
was the sponsor's father, Dr. injured executive officer.”
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In S. S. Frederick Douglass Launching Party ^

Above are, left to right, Charles C. Harris, first assistant engineer; Haley G. Douglass, grandson o f the
namesake of the ship; Mrs. Richardson, Captain Richardson, Anne Wiggins Brown and Ferdinand Smith,
secretary o f the National Maritime Union, photographed following the launching.

Navy to Man Some
Small Vessels With
All Colored Crews
■■

»——-i.

No Change in Regulations
Authorizing Promotions Above
Petty Officers
Navy Department officials on Tuesday, after an
inquiry by the AFRO, revealed that it was conceivable
that the department, in the future, would have ships
manned by all-colored crews.
|
Commander R. W. Berry, to whom the Undersec-,
retary of the Navy referred the AFRO, denied official
knowledge of the plan and revealed that the navy had
tried such a plan with the Filipinos, but said it had
not been satisfactory because of the varied skills and
characteristics required of men on a ship.
Lieutenant J. E. Sweet of the navy’s press rela
tions branch, to whom the inquiry had been referred
for investigation by Commander Berry, said that
this was a possibility in view of the fact that defense
and harbor craft are being increasingly manned by
trainees from Class A service schools and basic train
ing schools.
“ The Class A service schools,” Lieutenant Sweet
(Continued on Page 9, Col. 3)
explained, “ ar(T those schools which train specialists
for the various ratings in the navy.”
Checks were made by the AFRO on future naval
policy when the paper was informed by sources
usually authoritative, that the inner cabinet of the
navy was readying orders for assigning all-colored
crews to certain small vessels; such instructions to be
made public within a few weeks._____________________
Under Secretary of the no knowledge of such a
Navy Forestall referred plan, referred it to Lieu
the inquiry concerning tenant Sweet.
segregated naval craft to When questioned, Lieutenant
said that so far there had
Commander Berry, who, Sweet
been no change in the navy’s
after stating that he had policy regarding the granting of
commissions to colored men, al; though it is now possible for them
!to qualify as petty officers.
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Mixed Crew of Booker T. .,
Condemns Discrimination
NEW YORK—In a recent let
ter to the Brooklyn Labor-Victory
Committe, the crew of the S.S.
Booker T. Washington, under
Capt. Hugh Mulzac, praised their
leader and condemned any form
o f racial or religious discrimina
tion. The letter said in part:
“ During our voyages there has
not been a single instance of
discord or disunity to impair the
efficiency of the task we under
took.
“ Our crow of colored and white
men and Filipinos wants it clear
clearly understood that we con
sider any form of racial or re
ligious discrimination a fascist
practice and a threat to the de
mocracy we are willing to die
fighting for.
Proud of Record
“ Most of the original crew
signed on the West Coast re

mained for a second trip and
many of these men will stay on
for a third trip.
“ We are proud of the record
of our ship and hope that the
men who follow us continue the
same spirit of unity that made our
voyages under the fine leadership
of Captain Mulzac a true example
of democracy in action.’’

FIRST NEGRO NAVY
OFFICER ON DUTY
BOSTON — Ensign Joseph C.
Jenkins o f Detroit has the dis
tinction o f being the first col
ored naval officer to be assigned
to active duty.
He Is attached to the coast guard
shore patrol o f the First Naval
district with headquarters at the
form er exclusive Hotel Brunswick
and has under his command a
mixed personnel o f wFiite and col
ored seamen.
Ensign Jenkins stated that he
has been treated fairly and be
lieves there is an ever-widening
opportunity fo r colored boys in
the coast guard.
Ensign “ Whit” Robinson, the
only other colored naval ensign,
is still on inactive status await
ing the completion o f his medical
studies at Harvard university in
1944.

SEVENTH CLASS GRADUATES AT GRE AT LAKES— Members of the seventh Negro
class to complete instruction in various trades and services offered by the Navy receive Ser|
vice School graduation receive certificates from Lt. A. L. Olson, head o f the Negro Service
Schools. Exercises were held recently in the auditorium of Camp Robert Smalls at the U.S. Naval
Training, Great Lakes, 111. One hundred and
ght Bluejackets were in the class.— Official
U.S. Navy Foto.

WARSHIP NAMED FOR NEGRO SET FOR ACTION

..

The destroyer, U.S.S. Harmon, plows through the sea water all set
for action after its delivery to the Navy in the record breaking time

after a Negro was built at the Fore River Shipyard of the Belhle
hel Steel Company in Quincy, Mass.

lim e o f 92 days after the k eel layin g. The first w orship evrr nam ed

4 ,

a fufoUnpskip
...

l i f t HARMON

namedfin afighting.

"the USS Harmon " p oster used p rim a rily as aa In cen tive medium;
was w idely used In r e c r u it in g , and fo r a o r a le -b u lld ln g purpoeee
at the tra in in g s ta tio n s . ( 1944- 45 )
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Break A ll R e c ^ s Un B W
Warship Named For N^gro
QUINCY, Mass.— It may
have looked like just another
destroyer escort to many who
saw the show, but the Fore
1River Yard of the Bethlehem
Steel Company nailed a national
wartime production record to the
mast last week when it delivered
the U.S.S. Harmon to the navy—
92 days from the hour the keel was
laid.
To both the navy and the Bethle
hem Steel company the Harmon,
first warship ever named for a Ne
gro, represented much more than
a sea-going challenge to enemy sub
marines.
The Harmon hit the crest of the
! tide at launching exercises July
I 25, less than two months after her
keel was laid. The navy hadn’t
expected that. No later than Au
gust 11, Under Secretary of the
Navy James V. Forrestal visited
Bethlehem and New England and
challenged the shipbuilding indus
try to beat what was then, the rec

ord for turning out destroyer es
corts—128 days.
Fore River accepted this chal
lenge because it was Fore River’s
army of 30,000 men and women who
established this record. A little
more than three weeks after. Fore
River shattered its own mark by
36 days.
Unfortunately, the delivery of the
Harmon lacked all of the gaiety
that marked its launching. It was
a grim, businesslike ceremony in
which the ship changed hands from
its builders to the navy. And yet, j
another precedent was established
by the exchange because it was j
the first navy warship named in
honor of a Negro.
He was Leonard Roy Harmon,
mess attendant first class of Cuero,
Texas, who not only saved several!
of his shipmates on the night o f !
November 13 1942, but also threw
himself in front of a ship’s officer
and dragged him to safety before
being mortally wounded himself by
machine gun fire.
The Harmon is now at sea, or
will be shortly.
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Liberty Ship Named For
James
Weldon Johnson
.
■**?

*

W ASHINGTON, D. C ..— The seventh Liberty ship to
be named for an outstanding Negro American, the SS James
Weldon Johnson, will he launched at the Wilmington yards
of the California Shipbuilding Corporation in December, the
Maritime Commission announced this week.
The vessel will pay tribute to
the noted poet, essayist, lawyer and
diplomat who was killed in an auto
mobile-train collision near his sum
mer home at Dark Harbor, Me., on
June 6, 1938.
Mr. Johnson, who also achieved
note as a song-writer and a pro
fessor of literature at Fisk and New
York universities, was born in
Jacksonville, Fla., on June 17, 1871.
Completing public school study in
his native city, he later received
B. A. and M. A. degrees from At
lanta University and did graduate
study at Columbia University in
New York City.
His career began a sa teacher
in the Jacksonville public school,
which was elevated to high school
grade during his tenure as prin
cipal. During this period he stud
ied law at night, and in 1897, was
admitted to the Florida Bar, the
first of his race to achieve this
honor since the' Civil War.
In 1901 he went to New York
City and with his brother, J. Rosa
mund Johnson and Bob Cole, col
laborated in the successful writ
ing of popular songs and light op
eras. Later he was appointed U.
S. Consul, first to Venezula and lat
er to Nicaragua. Returning to New
York in 1910, he married Grace
Nail and two years later his first
book, the fictional “Autobiography
of an Ex-Colored Man” , appeared
anonymously. Its authorship was
not acknowledged b y Mr. Johnson
until 1297.

He edited a book of American
Negro poetry and wo of Negro spi
rituals; and also wrote the English
libretto for the opera “ Goyescas” ,
Which was produced by the Metro
politan Opera Company in 1915. As
a New York resident, he became
conffv&Uting editor for The New
York Age, and later executive se
cretary of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People. This organization awarded
him the Spingarn Medal in 1925 for
his work in behalf of the Negro.
Finally, without ceasing to write,
Yu TiAuYn- iY VO V a d n il.* in ’i§aC\ in
become professor of Creative Lit
erature at Fisk University, Nash
ville,'Tenn., and from 1934 uhtil his
death, visiting professor of Litera
ture at New York University.
*
Among his best known books >
were: “Fifty Years and Other
Po.yis,” “ Self-Determining Haiti,”
‘Black Manhattan,” ‘St. Peter Relatesvand Incident of the Resurrec
tion Day," “Negro America, What
Now?” and “Along This Way” .
Other Liberty ships that have
been named for Negroes are the SS
Booker T. Washington, George
Washington Carver, Paul Laurence
Dunbar, Frederick Douglass, John
Merrick and Robert L. Vann.
The Navy Department has nam
ed a naval vessel, the Destroyer Es- |
cort Leonard Roy Harmon, in hon
or of a Negro messman who receiv
ed the Navy Cross posthumously for ,
heroic conduct at Guadalcanal.
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Thousand Negro Seabees Overseas
Build Variety Of Shore Installations

Two thousand Negro Seabees, part S'
of the 7,100 now In the Navy, are aircraft gun. They learn all the
building a wide variety of shore in military arts so that they can de
stallations at overseas bases. They fend, in case of attack, the works
comprise the predominant personnel they construct. They also know
of two construction battalions, one how to fight, as Seabees have done,
in the South Pacific and one in the to help wrest from the enemy the
bases on which they will build
South Atlantic.
shore facilities.
The Negro Battalions
Thus the first Construction Bat
Two more Negro battalions are
ready to move to undisclosed bases talion made up of Negro personnel
overseas. At present these two bat was sent to the Solomon Islands.
talions are receiving their final There, as a whole or split up into
training at the Advance Base De detachments, it worked on Floridd*
Guadalcanal, Tulagi, and other Is
pot, Gulfport. Miss.
A Seabee Special Battalion com lands.
posed of Negro personnel is on the
West Coast, at the Advance Base
Depot, Port Hueneme, Calif., from
where shortly it will embark to
engage in work for which it, along
with other similar battalions, is
trained. The Seabee Specials are
taught how to unload supplies
rapidly and safely from ships.
This Seabee Special will pass not
only the ammunition, but the food,
the guns, the blankets, and all the
other supplies necessary in waging
war.

Three other battalions of Negro
Seabee Specials are training at the
Naval Construction Training Cen
ter, Camp Peary, Williamsburg, Va.,
while at the same camp a fifth regu
lar construction battalion is learning
to fight preparatory to Joining the
other four construction battalions in
constructing the naval shore stations
which support the offensive.
These nine battalions, five regular
construction battalions and four
specials, are the units to which the
7,100 Negro Seabees belong.
The Negro construction battal
ions, like all other battalions of
Seabees, construct the varied and
difficult projects which make up
shore bases overseas. Like other
battalions, they are trained to use
he rifle, the grenade, or the anti

Build Seaplane Base

There the battalion built a sea
plane base, and so worked It that
the base was in operation during the
entire time of construction. This
battalion constructed large storage
facilities for fuel for aircraft and
ships. It built storehouses of all
kinds, barracks for officers and men,
shops of all kinds, two airplane land
ing strips, camp quarters, roads,
water systems, power plants and
electric distribution lines, telephone
lines, and a public address system
especially useful in warning of air
raids. This first Negro battalion also
built a hospital mess hall, a fueling
station, gun emplacements and a
boat landing. It assembled lighters
to be used in ferrying supplies from
ship to shore, and put up steel huts.
Such projects are typical of the
work done by Seabees. These
works provide facilities on which
ships and aircraft may be based
for attacking the enemy, where
supplies for planes and vessels
may be stored, where the equip
ment, airplanes, or naval vessels
overseas may be repaired, and
where base personnel may be
housed and fed. The Seabees
build overseas headquarters for
the drive against the enemy.

The

Navy

Base

Commander

_____________________ >
praised the first Negro battalion in
a letter to Commander J. P. MacBean Jr., Civil Engineer Corps,
U.S.N.R. of Ligonier, Pa., officer in
charge of the battalion. “You pur
sued your duties with perseverance
and attention to the objective of
doing a fast, workmanlike job. Your
devotion to duty under adverse
weather conditions and enemy air
action has the deepest admiration of
the Commander, Base -------- ,” this
superior officer wrote.
Seabee Specials

Seabee Specials are taught the
difficult art of unloading cargo,
whether it be food or shells, guns or
tanks, medicines or blankets, with
the utmost speed and safety. Such
special battalions are indispensable
at remote, overseas bases lacking
wharfing facilities. The Seabee Spe
cials provide a three-fold advan
tage: They get necessary supplies
ashore more quickly to use in oper
ations against the enemy. By un
loading ships faster they permit the
vessels to get away sooner from the
danger of enemy attack. The less
time the supply ship is tied up at an
overseas port the more time it can
spend on the high seas carrying
more supplies.
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Fireman of 7 Months Says //p
Merchant Marine Tops Navy
George Lowe Cites Equa 1 Chance for Promotion on
Merchant Ships; Urges C ivilians to Keep Up Home
Front Fight for Equality; Cites Democracy in'Algeria
(Passed by Censor)
By RICHARD R. DIER
NEW YORK.— “ We have no dis
crimination in this branch of the
service. In the seven months that
I’ve been in since my enlistment,
I can’t trace one instance of dis
crimination against me.”
Thus spoke George Lowe, second
class fireman, U.S. Merchant Ma
rine, just back from a trip to Al
geria in an exclusive AFRO inter
view this week.
All Racies Are Buddies
“ I believe I’m with the best out
fit in the world and that’s why
I joined up,” Lowe continued. “ I
knew how things were with the
army and navy where a colored
man hardly has a chance to see
action, and because of this rates
very little chance of promotion.
“ In the merchant marine, it’s
different. When we ship out. we
are all buddies—black and white.
We eat together and fight to
gether, and when promotions
come around we all have the same
chance.
Chance to Be Captain
“ In the navy, the best I could
ever do is a cook’s job or what
ever it is. In this service, I can
go as high as captain. There’s no
comparison as to which is better.
Figure it out for yourself.”
In answer to a query as to how
he felt about the war, he replied:
“ We’re all in. it right up to our

necks and we’ve got to win. We
must lick Germany and Japan but
don’t forget the war on the home
front, too. I read the papers and
I know what’s going on. Don’t
think that our boys fighting in
every corner of the world don’t
know, either.
Job for Home Folks
“ We’ve got a big job to do be
fore we come home to help con
tinue this fight for racial equali
ty. Just keep in mind that we’re
depending on the folks at home
not to take it lying down.
“ If you folks fall down on us,
then we’ll have a perfect right to
feel that we were betrayed during
the time we were risking our lives
for you.”
In regard to Germany a n d
Japan, Lowe said:
“ Germany is cracking up, day by
day. She can’t continue to take
the bombings on her own cities
and her defeats on the Russian
front. I think it’s only a matter of
months before she folds up.
“ As for Japan, heaven help her
when the combined American and
English fleets go after her. She
won’t have a chance, and she
knows it.”
Real Democracy
Referring to what he called
“ the best thing that happened to
me,” the fireman said:
“ During my stay in Algeria,
every Frenchman treated me as a

social equal. I had heard much
about how they treated colored
people as equals in France before
the war, but it was hard to be
lieve.
“ But it really happened to me!
I feel so proud that I can hardly
put it into words. This is the way
it should be in every country in
the world. That’s what I call de
mocracy!”

Australians Hate English
“ You’ve probably heard good
stories of how swell Allied soldiers
and sailors are getting along in
this war, but let’s get the record
straight— once and for all,” Lowe
continued.
“ The awful truth is that the
English and Australians hate each
other and would start a fight at
a minute’s notice.
“ Do you know what the saying
is in North Africa? They say that
all you have to do is drop a bot
tle among a group of men and the
first thing you know the English
and Australians are at each other’s
throats. It’s hard to explain this,
but those are the facts.
French Friendly
“ I’ve just returned from a trip
to Algeria. We sailed in a con
voy that took munitions and gas
oline to the Allied soldiers. We
had plenty of scares from enemy
subs along the way, and when we
arrived in Algeria I, saw the real
affects of war. ^ ^
Jxi <Uj

lish. and they show it in every
instance.
“ Maybe this is due to their be
lief that the English didn’t help
them as much as they could be
fore the surrender of France to
the Germans.
Finds Wine Strong
“ Although most people don’t
know it, the French in North Afri
ca have had more food to eat
since the beginning of the war
than the conquered peoples of
“ True, they haven’t had much
variety but they have always had
at least a loaf of bread and plenty
of wine to drink. Meat is out of
the question.
“ Their wine is like our Burgun
dy, except that it’s much stronger.
A few glasses can knock out the
strongest man, unless, of course,
he’s a Frenchman and used to
drinking it.
“ I had two glasses and almost
keeled over. Never again for me!

Clothes Badly Needed
“ There’s one thing that they
need very badly and that is clothes.
They’re crazy for them. The
Americans have been able to make
a lot of profit in trading clothes
to the French, but the English
steer clear of this kind of trad
ing.”
Asked about the Arabs, Lowe
replied:
“ The Arabs are a hard people
to understand because they act
so mysteriously. Actually, they’re
the same as the people in any
other country. I boil the whole
thing down to discrimination.
Arab Problem
“ For centuries they have been
held down by foreigners who have
come into their country and ex
ploited them. To some degree it’s
true that they always seem to
nurse a resentment in their hearts.
Maybe there’s a reason for it.
“ They never have had the
chance to get much education and
because o f this they lead a very
primitive life. Thus they’ve de
veloped an inferiority complex
which one can easily understand.
“ The Arab problem is not so
great that it can’t be straightened
out by good education and the
stretching out of a hand of friend
ship by other peoples.”
“ How do you compare the Arab
situation with that of the colored
people in America?” I queried.
We’re More Advanced
“ They’re almost identical,” he
answered. “ I consider discrimina
tion to be the hardest disease to
overcome in either case. The only
difference is that the colored peo
ple have made a greater advance
toward equality than the Arabs
because of the greater fight they
have put up.
“ By this, I don’t mean a fight
with arms or guns such as the
Arabs use to settle a grudge or win
an argument, but a fight with the
strongest weapon in the . world:
education.
“ The Arabs must educate them
selves first if they ever expect to
have half a chance to live decently
in their own country, otherwise
they’ll never live as free men.”
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Walter Davis,
twertty-sevenyear-old Birmingham (Ala.) Negro
naval cook known as the “ walking
ghost” for his triumphs over death
in battle, will
open a tour of
D e t r o i t war
plants Friday,
the Navy an
nounced.
Davis
lived
through a bar
rage that killed
two of his budDavis
dies and wounded his captain and
on several occasions fooled doctors
who had given him up as dead.
He won special acclaim aboard the
USS South Dakota, when he drop
ped his skillet and grabbed a 22mm. gun in a battle in which 32
Jap planes were downed in 28
minutes.
Davis, who spent a year in hos
pital before beginning his tour,
will be accompanied here by Lt.
Schuyler Patterson, representative
of the Undersecretary of the Navy.
In addition to the Purple Heart,
he wears the Asiatic Southwest
Pacific, Pre-Pearl Harbor and
North American Patrol ribbons.

Navy Shore
Patrolmen
Graduated
GREAT' L A K E S,
Gra
duation exercises for the first
colored class to complete instruc
tion
in the Navy’s
Service
were held recently at the U. S.
Naval Training Station here.
The 45 members o f the class
will leave the Training Station
within the next few days to
take over posts throughout the
country where they are most
needed and where their special
abilities can be best utilized. 17
will go on duty in the Ninth Na
val District, 10 in the Fourth
District, 7 in the Fifth District,
2 in the Twelfth District and 9
on the U SS Reina Mercedes, re
ceiving ship at the United States
Naval Academy.
Lt. Abraham Zitenfield pre
sented an honor man certificate
to Morris C. Macer, 19, of 817
South Polk avenue, Mason City.
Ia., who was selected as the out
standing member o f the class.
All the graduates were advanced
in rating from, seaman, second
class, to seaman, first class.

A

Halsey Praises VMor Of
Negro Marines In War
By FLETCHER MARTIN
(Representing Negro

Newspaper

Pool)

H EAD QU ARTER S U . S.
NAVY
SOUTH PACIFIC
COMMAND — (By Cable) —
Admiral William E. Halsey,
commander-in-chief of South
Pacific forces of the U . . S.
N; vy, this week told this correspon
dent that Negro marines have
proved one of the best disciplined
units in the command and under
fire have been good soldiers.
Suffering casualties during the
early months in combat areas, they
have aged with intensive enemy
aerial attacks and are now seasoned
troops able to carry on regardless
of inclement weather, enemy bomb
ings or the miserable conditions of
warfare in the isolated tropics.
Admiral Halsey spoke frankly on
Negroes in his command including
Army service units, combat troops,
naval forces and marines in his
interview with me.
It was admitted that although
many of the troops have been
trained in the infantry in the use

of automatic weapons, coast ar
tillery and anti-aircraft, few if any
have seen any actual combat.
Stating that their combat mission
was vitally important to Allied suc
cess in the South Pacific, Admiral
Halsey stressed that in warfare here
it is essential that coordination exist
between the navy, army and marines
at whatever assignment given —
whether it be with the gun or bull
dozer.
Negro units extend from the head
quarters area to the remote islands
in the north including New Cale
donia, Fiji, New Hebrides and
Solomons groups. The commander
did not state whether they are at
Bougainville, scene of the current
U. S. offensive, but it is thought they
are since photos from that combat
section have shown them in action
there.
At Guadalcanal
One whole infantry force, thought
to be the largest single Negro com
bat unit in the South or Southwest
Pacific, has been here for months.
During the heated battles on
Guadalcanal, they were in the
vicinity and suffered casualties.
After training in North Carolina,
the Negro marines — the first in
history to go into overseas service
— embarked for the South Pacific.
At Guadalcanal they were bombard
ed before leaving their ship.
Holding up under their baptism
of fire, they moved to Russell
Island, an important junction where
they are still thought to be with
Negro Navy Seabees building and
securing bases.
In my interview I was ushered
into the commander’s office by Flag
Secretary Lt. Com. Harold Stassen,
former governor of Minnesota, and
Lt. Com. Bassett, of Naval public
relations.
The admiral extended his hand,
his cigarettes and his chair.
I was warned by Commander
Bassett that “ Wild Bill’s” time was
very limited. The interview was
short but informative.
The admiral told me that after I
make a circuit of bases to drop
back and see him before returning
to the Southwest Pacific.
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NAME LIBERTY SHIP IN HONOR OF LATE
JAMES WELDON JOHNSON. NEGRO POET
______________ ^

WASHINGTON — The seventh
Liberty Ship to be named for an
outstanding Negro American, the
SS JAMES WELDON JOHNSON,
will be launched at the Wilmington
yards of the California Shipbuild
ing Corporation in December, the
Maritime Commission announced
this week.
The vessel wil pay tribue to the
noted poet, esseyist, lawyer and
diplomat who was killed in an au
tomobile-train collision near his
summer home at Dark Harbor,
Me., on June 6, 1938.
Mr. Johnson, who also achieved
note as a song-writer and a pro
fessor of literature at Fisk and
New York universities, was born
in Jacksonville, Fla., on June 17,
1871. Completing public school stu
dy in his native city, he later re
ceived B. A. and M. A. degrees
from Atlanta University and did
graduate study at Columbia Univiresity in New York City.

________ - A * " *

4
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His career began as a teacher
in the Jacksonville public school,
which was elevated to high school
grade during his tenure as princi
pal. During this period he studied
law at night, and, in 1897, was ad
mitted to the Florida Bar,
the
first of his race to achieve this
honor since the Civil War.
In 1901 went to New York Cit;
and withh is brother, J. Rosamunc
Johnson, and Bob Cole, collaborat
ed in the successful writing o
popular songs and light operas
Later he was appointed U. S. Con
sul, first to Venezuela and latei
to Nicaragua. Returning to Non
Cork in 1910, he married Grace
Nail and two years later his first
book, the fictional “Autobiogra
phy of an Ex-Colored Man”, ap
peared anonymously. Its author
ship was not acknowledged by Mr.
Johnson until 1937.
TT
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DISCHARGED MESS ATTENDANT
DESCRIBES SERVICE IN NAVY
Byron Johnson, Given “ Undesirable Discharge” Fromi
U.S.S. Philadelphia, Tells Courier Reporter of I
“ Trials and Tribulations” As a Black Man In a
White Navy.
. . * ,*

GLAD HE’S OUT

By MOKGEN S. JENSEN
■ 'v *
(Staff Correspondent)
N E W YORK, Dec. 26.— Byron Cecil Johnson, one of
the fifteen mess attendants fired by the U.S. Navy because
they had the courage to express in a letter to The Pitts
burgh Courier the almost unbearable racial discriminatory
practices which prevail on Uncle <*>
Sam’s ships, last week officially
Ernest Bosley, New Orleans
received an “Undesirable Dis
charge for Unfitness’’ via the New lad, one o f the 15 navy men
York .Navy Yard, located at Brook “fired” from Uncle Sam’s navy
for stating that they wanted to
lyn.
Johnson, honestly believing there do something else than , shine
was an unlimited opportunity and shoes. Bosley is in New Orleans
future in the Naval service, en with his people.
listed May 5, 1937, as a mess at
tendant, third class, at the Naval Chapline came aboard to take
command of the ship, and not
recruiting station in Brooklyn. He long after Commander Humbert
says he was informed that he Ziroli was detailed to act as the
could learn any trade he desired.
captain’s executive officer. Ac
cording to Johnson, Chapline was
JOHNSON LEARNS TO
very considerate toward every
MAKE BEDS, WAIT ON TABLE
^
------■■■---—--- y
On Sundays and holidays, when,
Ordered to Virginia, it was not one. About Commander Ziroli,
however,
there
was
a
different
“holiday routine’’ prevailed, John
until the young hopeful reached
Ziroli, said Johnson, son insists that he and his asso
the Norfolk Training station, where, opinion.
seemed
to
harbor
deep
resent
ciates often were not allowed to
according to Johnson, all Negro
enlisted men enter the Navy, that ment against the Negro members indulge in any rest. Frequently,
he learned Negroes in the Naval of the crew, at times appearing he charged, the commander would
service could become only officers’ to go out of his way to per- evict the Negro youths from th e'
j crew’s lounge room (library).
cooks or officers* stewards, insofar pettrate some mean act.
Taking part in an examination , HOYS FORCED TO BUY
as advancement was concerned.
Deciding to make the best of to become a steward, Johnson said ! DRINKING GLASSES
an undesirable situation, Johnson he obtained a mark o f 3.6, an ex | Once, he continued, a boy merely
proceeded for three or four months cellent result inasmuch as the sneezed in the pantry. The com
at Norfolk to indulge in Naval highest mark obtainable is 4.0. He mander, unable to learn who it
“training”—learning to make up i claims though, that his papers were was, made all six boys who were
beds, being taught how to set never forwarded to his command- )n the pantry don uniforms of the
tables, getting some military drills. er. 80 he didn’t become a steward day (blue) and stand at attention
Asked, “Did they teach you
Johnson maintains that before about three or four hours on the
how to mop and scrub floors and
mailing the letter to The Courier, “fan-tail” (main deck).
He said that many of the hoys
how to shine shoes?” the dis
he sent a communication to Presi
dent Roosevelt, dispatching it via were forced to buy drinking
illusioned sailor replied, "No! I
shortage
guess they figured we already
his brother, Harry, a student at glasses, because a
caused by general breakage had
knew how to perform such men
i'USkegee
Institute.
No
reply
was
been discovered.
ial tasks.”
On another occasion, we were in
Then arrived one of the most il'ecejved nor was *he communica
formed,
about six of the boys were
outstanding days in Johnson’s life. tion returned, he said.
‘'caught"
in the compartment, put
He was to be placed aboard a war
He claims that many times mess < ting away their toilet articles. The
vessel. And, of all vessels, the
U.S.S. Philadelphia, a brand new attendants were assigned to clean ‘ commander ordered them to in
monster, which was placed in com up filth which had been distributed dulge in a special “Field Day"
(general house cleaning) in the
mission during September of 1937. ton beds, floors, etc., by offleers.
pantry, from 12 midnight to 4 a.m.
HARBORED RESENTMENT
ONLY A MESS ATTENDANT,
The boys had to go on regular
AGAINST NEGRO MEMBERS
HASN’T ANYTHING TO SAY
duty at 4 a.m., which meant that
So ambitious and efficient was
Another hoy was up on charges they had practically no sleep that
the rookie mess attendant, third he says, with the commander r*
night. His friends, he said, called
class, that within one year he was viewing the case. A fellow nfflc
it a ’Field Night.” The master-ofadvanced to second class, and,
arms was assigned to see to it that
shortly thereafter, promotion ele- uggested that the lad, who had
the boys really worked during this
vated him to first class.
fnever before been up on charges^
“Field Dev.”
In the meantime, however, be allowed to say something in
Johnson said conditions under his own defense.
which he and his racial asso- | "He’s only a mess attendant.
ciates worked became worse. A He hasn’t anything to sa,v. The
different man, Captain V. D. only time when he could have
anything to say would be when
he might be a witness against
another mess attendant,” the
remmander is alleged to have
reniied.
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Commanding Officers Praise
W ork O f Marines In Pacific
■ -

By FLETCHER P. M ARTIN for Combined Negro Press

•'it
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HEADQUARTERS, SOUTH PACIFIC COMMAND— (Via Air Mail)— Negro Marines
are here, and after watching them under fire, it is the spoken opinion of commanding of
ficers that they have “ proven an important addition to the finest body of fighting men
in the world.” Side by side with other American units in the South Pacific, the first con■1

1

’ tingents of Negro Marines to
reach this advance base in the
combat zone are helping build it
into a key supply and defense
front from which the putsch can
continue northward. Stationed at
Russell Islands, in the Solomons.
Group, they represent the first Ne
groes to join the Corps, and the
first to see services overseas.
“ GOOD MARINES”
There are two groups, sections
of a base depot unit, commanded
by Capt. Edward C. Apperson, of
Monroe, La., and Lt. Cade Strick
land, of Kentwood, La. The latter
recently replaced Capt. Jason M.
Austin, of Baltimore, as command
ing officer of one of the units.
These two officers agree that their
men are “good Marines," who have
proven themselves regardless of
hazard or fatigue while subject to
almost unrelenting enemy bombing
attacks.
SPIRITUALS AND SWING
One unit, the Rhythm Kings,
who double on spirituals and swing,
is composed of Sgt. James Harper,
Philadelphia; Cpl. James E. Mas
ters, Crockett, Texas; Cpl. Ernest
H. Lyons, Atlanta, and Cpl. Ira
L. Blackwell, Vaux Hall. K J.

Negro Marines Win Praise From
Commanding Officers In Pacific
By FLETCHER P. MARTIN
Representing Combined Negro Press
HEADQUARTERS, SOUTH PA
CIFIC COMMAND—(Via Air Mail)
—Negro marines are here, and after
■watching them under fire it is the
spoken opinion of commanding ofificers that they have “proven an im
portant addition to the finest body
of fighting men in the world.”
Side by side with other American
units in the South Pacific, the first
contingents of Negro marines to
reach this advance base in the com
bat zone are helping build it into
a key supply and defend front
from which the putsch can continue
northward. Stationed at Russell
Islands, in the Solomons group, they
represent the first Negroes to join
the corps, and the first to see serv
ices overseas.
There are two groups, sections of
a base depot unit, commanded by
Captain Edward C. Apperson, of
Monroe, La.; and Lt. Cade Strick
land, Kentwood, La. The latter re
cently replaced Capt. Jason M. Aus
tin, Baltimore, Md., as commanding
officer of one of the units. These two
officers agree that their men are
“ good marines” who have proven
themselves regardless of hazard or
fatigue while subject to almost un
relenting enemy bombing attacks.
Nearly All Volunteers
Trained as infantrymen, specializ
ing in sea coast and anti-aircraft
artillery, automatic weapons and
tanks, they are nearly all volun
teers. The majority, including one
whole unit, volunteered for their
present assignments. Former clerks
and cooks, teachers'and mechanics,
carpenters and farmers, and the
’kid’ who used to play around the
corner in Michigan and Mississippi,
New York and Alabama, Ohio and
Pennsylvania, Illinois and Arkansas,
Virginia and California, they now
operate as a potent unit and are
unanimous in wanting to get to'
Tokyo first, and fast. Then home
and back to civilian pursuits.
Retaining marked good humor
and spirit under trying conditions
imposed by remoteness and tropics,
they soldier hard, taking the good
with the bad—like marines. Humor
ously, they refer to themselves as
“ material maneuvers.”
Baptism of Fire
The baptism of fire came early.
Following “boot camp” training at
Montford Point, Camp Lejeune,
New River, N. C., they headed West
across the vast Pacific. The ship
docked at Guadal Canal enroute ♦

\\*here Admiral William Halsey’s
United States Navy, rules and
reigns. On arrival at “the canal"
they witnessed and felt the first
thrill of raiding enemy planes
while still aboard ship. It was a new
experience, deadly and exciting.
Once ashore they became accus
tomed to the regular nightly
rounds of Japanese bombardments.
Finding the need of fox holes ur
gent, each man dug his own or par
ticipated in digging a group haven
from aerial attacks. They found that
this was an essential MUST on the
‘We hope to stay alive’ list.
Picturesque Setting
Enroute to this outer defense
post, the new marines first stopped
at New Caledonia, a quaint little
French island in the South Pacific.
Picturesque with its French-flav
ored buildings, missions, beautiful
dull blue-topped mountains, wind
ing streets, and hospitable people
who knew how to speak very little
English. The men felt the acute
need of learning French. Pocketsize grammars helped eliminate the
language problem. It was interest
ing to watch facial expressions as
the French poured forth from these
towering husky marines.
Trade started immediately, once
the international language of com
merce was used as a basis, the re
lations between the French and
these Americans became more heat
ed at each transaction. Sent home
were grass skirts, sea shells, war
clubs and canes, and other indiginous curios which fetch for the
natives, money (first), cigarettes,
tobacco, pipes, soap, jewelry, etc.
The visionary brought along ample
supplies of the latter from dime,
stores at home.
Kept Marine Standards
Once settled on the Russel
Islands, promotions came fast and
furious as the men kept, the stan

\

dards of the marine corps flying
high. Fully realizing that they were
the first in the service, and would
have to set the pace for others -who
would follow, and the men set out
to do the job the hard way. Several
rose quickly to the coveted rank of
sergeant in very short time. The
sergeants and corporals, in the
words of commanding officers “have
demonstrated themselves to be
competent men.”
The camp sight is impressive.
Clean and well hidden in the bowels
of jungular terrain, concealed by
towelsing palms, the tents are ex
pertly put up, having palm plank
flooring, built-up sides, etc., have
been completed by toe extra ambi- i
tious.
Plain but nourishingly wholesome
food keeps them fit. Everyone does
his own laundry, cleans his own
living quarters and area. Four men
usually live in a tent. There is a
barber, cobbler and tailor available,
themselves marines too.
The only general complaint is the
torrid sun, but once in a while
there are kegs of cold beer and soft
drinks.
(That’s more than can be said for
many outfits this correspondent has
visited in the Southwest Pacific.)
Life here is “rugged but righteous”
as one New Orleans man expressed
it.
Music A Contribution
One of the strangest, and yet not
so strange, contributions of Negroes
in this war is music. No matter |
where the camp, the music closest
to our hearts can be heard coming
from the strangest places, and at
the oddest times. At this camp
amidst the palm grove of a former
coconut plantation can be heard
spirituals such as “Join the Band,” |
and “Father Prepare Me,” mingle^ i
with livelier tunes of nostalfjc I
1melodies. This comes when w o rk ].
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is through as do boxing, basketball,
volleyball, and softball. They have
set up their own rings and courts
just as they built their own camip
and mess hall, and organized their
own teams and musical units.
One unit, the Rhythm Kings, who
double on spirituals and swing, is
composed of Sergeant James Har
per, Philadelphia; Corporal James
E. Masters, Crockett, Texas; Cor
poral Earnest H. Lyons, Atlanta,
Ga., former photographer for the |
Atlanta Daily World; and Corporal
Ira L. Blackwell, Vaux Hall, New
Jersey.
17 From Birmingham
Birmingham, Ala., is represented
by 17 men, the largest number from
any one city. Detroit, Mich., and
Atlanta, Ga., rank next in number,
but hardly a corner of the country
is absent. Little towns in Texas
end California send representatives
to rank alongside the ‘'big city”
men from Boston, Chicago, Pitts
burgh, and New Orleans.
From Birmingham are: Corporal
; Jesse L. Craig, Private First Class
Jesse Williams, Private Nathaniel
'Booker, Private Riley Wilkins, Pri
vate Clarence J*. Collins, Private
Walter C. B. Bolden Jr., Private
Milton A. Williams, Private Frank
Ishman, Private Willie Moore, Pri
vate Jesse Riddle, Private Robert
Ward, Private Pfc. Simpson N'orris,
Pvt. Kit Bibbs, Pvt. Eiljah Durden,
Pvt. Melvin G. Cooper, Pvt. Earl
L. Davis, Pvt. George C. Matthews. 1
In the social arguments and ath- ,
letic contests the Southern industrial city representatives usually i
win out through force of numbers.
But never far behind are the ma
rines from the Mid-West. The ‘zootsuiters’ are here, and there is very
little that can be done about ’ t.
Work dungarees have been zooted,
and is legal. Pants must be rolled in
such a fashion to keep them clear
of mud and dust. The men simply
had them pegged, marine tailor be
ing in the camp. But when they
gave a new zip to the campaign hat
giving it a “sharp” effect, that
definitely was not in the regula
tions.
DETROITER IN GROUP
Other men making up the outfit
are: Pvt. Thomas Roy, New Orleans;
Sgt. Ulysses J. Lucas, Lockland,
Ohio, a former hotel cook in Cin
cinnati; and Pvt. Willie King, De
troit, Mich., who remains one of the
few undefeated boxers overseas.
1 New York contributed Corporal
Nathaniel C. Lewis, who was work
ing as a linotyper on the New York
Age- when he enlisted. Pvt. Roder
ick J. Bernard, all of New York,
was employed in the navy yard.
From Brooklyn came Pvt. Thomas
Fulcher who was employed by the
Winchester Arms company prior to
his enlistment.
Former mail clerk, Cpl. William
E. Blakely, of Richmond, Va.; Pfc.
Cosmos D. Eaglin, who formerly
taught school at New Iberia, La.;
Pfc. Robert C. Claverie of New Or
leans, La., who clerked at the
Dryades street branch Y.M.C.A.
Baltimore, Md., sent Pvt. Sylves

ter N. Carter, a former welder,
Chicagoan Pfc Walter C. Arnold,
was attending DuSable high school
in the Windy City Southside. and
was an R.O.T.C. captain when he
quit to join the corps. Pvt. James
R. Jones of Claxton, Ga., was at
tending Georgia State college. Pvt.
John R. Davis, of Orange, Va., was
a farmer.
These are but a small portion of
the men. New to the marine corps,
but excellently carrying out their
duties with the Seabee, on the
docks with soldiers and other ma
rines, doing guard duties and mak
ing regular watches, again in the
words of a commanding officer they
have proved “an important addi
tion to the finest body o f fighting
men in the world.”
(The first day this correspondent
arrived in the South Pacific, where
there are a. tremendous number of
Negro combat units, after a hur
ried flight
from General
MacAr
____ ____
_ _____
Southwest Pacific Command,
Naval Public Relations Officer.
Commander Bassett gave me the
notes of Sgt. John R. Hurley,
USMC,Marine Corps Combat Cor-

respondent. Sgt. Hurley, a
7
Yorker, had gathered these on
trip North, and
this story possible. This correspor dent is erroute to the Solomons to
join the outfit and other known
combat units.)
N<

To Name

Lib e rty Ship

"John Hope"

WASHINGTON, D. C., (ANP) — Plans to name a liberty ship
in honor of the late Dr. John Hope, president of greater Atlanta
University and recognized as one of the south’s outstanding edu
cators, were disclosed last week by John M. Carmody, commission
er, and chairman of the ship naming committee.
No definite date was announced as to when the ship, John
Hope, would be launched, although Carmody stated that the launch
ing ^ate will be„“ before. sometime in March--’
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ueabeis Are Praised
By Naval Officers
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The
‘Navy’s 10,000 Negro Seabees—
along with their 205,000 fellow
members of this branch of the
service — were congratulated by
President
Roosevelt,
Secretary
Knox. Admiral King, and other
ranking military officials on the
second anniversary of the Navy’s
Construction Battalions, Tuesday.
December 28. 1943.
Declaring that he had followed
the Seabees’ record of achieve
ment at home and on all the

fighting fronts, President Roose*
velt said:
“ Your war effort is out
standing because Sou accom 
plish three great purposes
which enable our fighting
forces to carry on the offen 
sive. You build, you fight,
and you repair.’’
Secretary o f the Navy Frank
Knox pointed out that the Sea
bees had won a permanent p ljce
in the glorious traditions of the
Navy.
“ Every major amphibious opera
tion of the Navy has found Sea
bees among the first to land,” he
said. “ Almost every airfield, sup
ply depot or other installation the
Navy has built since Pearl Harbor
has been a Seabee record for speed
and ingenuity. And in bitter bat
tles like Guadalcanal or Tarawa,
you have shed youi blood to earn
a share o f victory.”
Admiral Ernest J. King. U. S. N.,
commander in chief of the United
States Fleet and chief of naval
operations, said:
“ Your ingenuity and fortitude
have become a legend in the Naval
Service. With both tools and tom 
my-guns you have rendered vital
aid on every assignment you have
been given. Today, you may look
with pride at the bases and air
fields which you have helped to
build throughout the world. Your
achievements have aided in pro
viding the Navy with strategic
[striking points for every m ajor
|battle in the war to date.”
Lieut. Gen. Thomas Holcomb,
U. S. M. C., commandant of the
United States Marine Corps, paid
tribute to the Seabees, declaring:
“ During the past two years
the Seabees and the Marine
Corps have developed a flour
ishing partnership devoted to
j tne construction of a road
straight into the heart of
Japan. Our Marines return
ing from the fronts have had
nothing but praise for the
work of our Navy'e rugged
fighter-builders.”
Rear Admiral Ben Moreell, U. 8.
N., chief o f the bureau of yard*
and docks, stated:
“ From a small beginning w#
have grown to a mighty fore*
which has made its efforts felt in
all active theatres of war.”
Shortly before the celebration ol
the second anniversary, a Navy
construction battalion composed
entirely of Negro volunteers was
cited by its executive officer, Lieut.
Com. William W. Davis, for dis
ch argin g a record list of varied
'assignments in the South Pacific

REVEAL NAVY
TO COMMISSION
RACE OFFICERS
All-Negro Crews To Man
Destroyer Escort s,
Defender Learns
WASHINGTON — A p r u 
dent-smashing break with
long-standing Navy Depart
ment policy on Negro person
nel has already been effected
and at least 10 colored men in blues
will be commissioned as navy
officers within several weeks, it was
confirmed by the Chicago Defender
this week.
The future Negro officers are al
ready receiving special training at
the Great Lakes naval station and
arc all college graduates with out
standing records in civilian life.
In addition a number of Negro
doctors and dentists will be com
missioned direct from civilian life
The commissioning of Negro offi
cers will be the forerunner to build
ing up a sufficient force to man an
all-Negro destroyer escort group for
combat service.
Shush-Shush Policy
Despite the fact that news of the
first steps to commission officers
has been generally circulated and
is known to thousands of Negroes,
the Navy Department bureau of
public relations to date has refused
to release the information for gen
eral circulation.
The shush-shush policy is in line
with the sorry public relations pro
gram of the navy for Negroes, since
they were first admitted in other
capacities than messmep. Negro or
ganizations ■ have demanded the
naming of a Negro public relations
officer similar to the War Depart
ment setup ffhd this proposal is be
ing seriously considered to counter
the effects of the slovenly program
to date.
The new Negro officers are in
the indoctrination process at the
oresent time and should be ready
for commissions in about two weeks,
the Defender learned. Their names,
hhve not been revealed as yet but
probably will be announced when
the navy bureau of public relations
decides to finally release the story.
The destroyer escorts to be
manned entirely by Negroes in com
bat posts will probably be officered
by whites at the beginning. The
exact setup is still a matter of spec
ulation since the navy itself is still
■’abating how to open the doors to
't service for colored sailors.

AFR 0-AK 2R I CAN
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Civilians, Enlisted
Men
to Be Picked
.u
LIEUT, (j.g.) HIGHEST
Pick Crews for Two
Anti-Submarine Ships
W a sh in g to n
B u re a u , N e g r o
N ew s
p a p e r P u b lis h e r s ’ A s s o c ia tio n

WASHINGTON
Confirmation of the intent of
the Navy to commission colored
officers, and announcement that
two warships will be manned by
colored crews were made by the
Navy Department this week, mark
ing a distinct departure from the
existing policy of the Navy in this
war.
Twelve men will be selected
from qualified enlisted men as
line officers, with the rank of
ensign. Ten additional men, pro
fessionally qualified, will be com
missioned as staff officers with
the rank of ensign or_ lieutenant
(junior grade) according to the
Navy announcement.
The staff officers, to comprise
two each for the chaplain corps,
dental corps, medical corps, civil
engineering corps, and supply
corps, will be appointed from
civilian life.
Anti-Submarine Ships
The two warships to be manned
by predominantly colored crews
are U.S. Naval anti-submarine
vessels. One Is to be a destroyer
escort of abqpt 13,00ft tons, oapable of performing convoy duty in
trans-oceanic service.

The other will be a patrol
chaser (PC) which is an ocean
going vessel to the extent it stays
in the convoy lanes within a range
of 300 to 500 miles off shore.
The patrol chasers vary in size,
ranging from 150 to 175 feet in

g-ft
*£/*¥!? W “S“£
manned by a colored crew is now
being built at the Consolidated
Shipbuilding Corporation, Morris
Heights, N.Y. It will have an
initial crew of 52 colored and 9
whites. It is scheduled for com
missioning late in March.
Smaller Than Destroyer
The destroyer escort is one of
the newest type ships in the U.S.
Navy, designed for convoy pro
tection.
It is smaller than to
day's destroyer, built of steel, and
carries weapons against aircraft
and submarines. It is captained
by a lieutenant commander or a
lieutenant.
Such a ship for the colored
crew is under construction at the
U.S. Navy Yard. Boston, Mass.
Initially, it will have a crew of
160 colored and 44 whites. The
white ratings will be limited to
billets requiring specialized train
ing not yet had by colored.
It is anticipated that as soon
as colored qualify, they will re
place the white enlisted men so
the entire crew eventually will
be colored. This vessel will be
commissioned within the next few
weeks.
Must Be Trained
The new colored commissioned
officers are not at this time sched
uled to serve on these two ships.
They have yet to receive their
training. Upon completion of their
course of from 3 to 6 months,
for line officers, at the Naval
Training Station. Great Lakes, 111.,
they will be assigned to duty ini
tially at the U.S. Naval Training
School, Hampton Institute, Va.,
and at Great Lakes. The staff
officers will be given a short in
doctrination course and similar
assignments.
All the crew members for the
two warships will be given spe
cialized training. The crew of the
destroyer escort already has re
ported to the Destroyer Escort
School at the Naval Operating
Base. Norfolk, Va.; and the crew
of the patrol chaser soon will be
assigned to the Submarine Chaser
Training Center at Miami, Fla.
There will be some colored pet
ty officers in the two crews, ac
cording to the Navy Department.

Navy “ Groping Its Way”
“ Some local observers say that
the Navy is “ groping its way” to
fuller use of its colored person
nel and express concern that the
jim crow pattern is to be fol
lowed. The reason behind this
pattern, it is explained, is that
life on shipboard is intimate and
friction between white sailors and
colored sailors might hurt dis
cipline.
The fallacy of this reasoning
has been disproved. Colored and
.jvhite seamen have shown in the
Merchant Marine, aboard Liberty
ships, that they can work to
gether.
Call It Progressive
The reaction among colored
leaders here, however, is that the
commissioning of colored officers
and the assignment of colored per
sonnel to two anti-submarine ves
sels are progressive steps.
Expressing
this
viewpoint,
Charles H. Houston, prominent
lawyer, said:
“ We thank the government for
the first steps even though they
are long overdue. We feel sure
that this will bring the day nearer
when we shall get colored women
in the WAVES (Women’s Reserve,
United States Naval Reserve) and
the SPARS (Women’s Reserve of
the Coast Guard Reserve).
Will Help Morale
“ The way to establish the prin
ciple that this war is being fought
for democracy is to establish true
democracy at home. And every
step that the government makes
in this direction is bound to in
crease national morale and make
friends for the United States
among the non-white nations of

the earth. In this attitude w<
shall continue to press our legiti
mate demands which are not yfe'
realized.”
j U
There is no connection betwe
the commissioning of colored
ficers by the Navy and the
ning of two anti-submarine
sels by colored crews. Both
the anti-submarine vessels will
commissioned and manned
the colored
officer
have completed their course
training and receive their
missions.

Navy Officially Reveals
Plans To Man Two Ships !
With Negro Crew, Officers
By P. BERNARD YOUNG JR.
W ASHINGTON. D. C.— Its official now. The American Navy for the first time
will have colored commissioned officers and will man warships with Negro personnel
including, eventually, command or line officers.
The nationally exclusive story published by the Journal and Guide in its issue
of the week ending January 29. was officially confirmed Friday afternoon during a
press conference at the Navy Department when advance copies of formal announce
ments of the Navy’s precedent-shattering decision were furnished newspapermen.
Further than the Guide’s authentic but unofficial information permitted it to go in its Jan
uary scoop, there will be two warships which will be manned predominately by Negroes, and there
will be both line and staff officers. The latter in five different naval branches.
The Navy will give the rank of ensign to twelve qualified enlisted men undergoing training as
line officers. In addition, ten professionally qualified Negroes will be appointed officers from civilian
life. Two each in the following "available billets ’ : chaplain corps, dental corps, medical corps, civil
engineer corps, and supply corps.
In addition to manning and eventually officering a destroyer escort, a primarily Colored crew,
including petty officers, will be placed on a patrol chaser, a hard-hitting anti-submarine craft. Both
ships will soon be commissioned and go into action. Out of a total personnel of 265 on the ships,
: 212 will be colored men when they are sent into action. And later, it was indicated, these and per(Continued on Page 2)
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Officially Reveals Plans To Man Two

Ships With Negro Crews, Officers
(Continued from page 1)

haps additional ships will be staffed by colored seamen, petty officers, and commissioned officers.
Following are the full texts of the two Navy announcements:

- a < r ,

Will Commission
Officers In Reserve
As a result of plans which
have been under development
by the Navy Department for
several months, selection of
Negro candidates for commis
sioning as officers in the U.
S. Naval Reserve is now being
made to fill approximately 22
available billets.
Twelve
qualifed enlisted
men will be selected as line
officers with the rank of En
sign.
< •n professionally nualified
Negroes will be commissioned
as staff officers, with rank
of Ensign or Lieutenant (jun
ior grade), depending upon
the ages and professional
qualifications
of the men
commissioned. It is anticipate
ed that these staff officers
will be appointed from civil
ian life.
Two officers will be selected for
each of the following Naval staff
duties: Chaplain Corps, Dental
Corps. Medical Corps, Civil Engi
neer Corps, and Supply Corps.
LINE OFFICERS
The Negro enlisted men
commissioned as line officers
will be given a special train-]
ing course of from three to
six month duration at the C.
S. Naval Training Station.
Great Lakes, Illinois.
Fpon completion of this course,
the officers will be assigned to
duty initially at the U. S. Naval
Training School. Hampton Insti
tute. Hampton, Virginia, and the
U. S. Naval Training Station,
Great Lakes, Illinois.
The staff officers also will
be given a short indoctrina
tion course at the U. S. Na
val Training‘ Station, Great
Lakes, Illinois, and afterwards
assigned initially to the U. S.
Naval Training School. Hamp
ton, Virginia, or the L. S.
Naval Training S t a t i o n ,
Great Lakes. Illinois.

S. S. Robert L. Vann
Ends Maiden Voyage
By EVELYN SHERRER
that Lieutenant Commander Folkes
(New York Bureau)
was seized while at duty on the
NEW YORK—True to the tradi bridge, two days out of a foreign
tion of its service, the Liberty ves port, Wednesday, February 2. Full
sel S.S. Robert L. Vann "delivered naval rites were accorded the first
the goods” and triumphantly re mate, with all the drama, tragedy
turned last week to a New York and beauty that a burial at sea
port from its maiden voyage.
can assume. Crew members say
The mixed crew, under the com that the day was placid, the sea
mand of Captain John Godfrey, calm, and that just as the body
veteran seamon of 25 years’ experi was consigned to the Atlantic to
ence, had nothing but praise for a volley of six shots from the
the performance of the ship. Its mixed gun crew, a rainbow ap
spirits were dampened only by the peared in the eastern sky. Naval
sudden death from heart attack of Gun Crew Officer J. Bruce ScrymeFirst Mate, Lieut. Comm. Adolphus geour ordered his crew in full
Folkes.
dress uniform for the burial. They,
along with officers, acted as pall
DIED ON DUTY
bearers. Captain Godfrey read the
Although detailed reports of the rites, as the body, wrapped in a
. trip could not be made public for heavy canvas shroud, was commit
>»*ecurity reasons, it was revealed ted to the deep. Informed of the
death of the first officer of the
Robert L. Vann, the entire con
voy placed its flags at half mast
and the ships’ bells tolled.
CHANGES NECESSARY
The death of Lieut. Comm.
Folkes necessitated a shift in rank
among the lower ranking officers.
Second Mate Gordon S. Ross was
made acting first mate, and Third
Mate W. H. Hearn became acting
second mate.
Captain Godfrey made special
mention of Harry B. Forte, who,
earlier on the trip, filled the po
sition of acting first engineer, with
great competence and efficiency.
NO FRICTION
e entire trip was made in
frey stated] “There were
any racial differences. In fact, a
don’t believe there was any time
when any of us felt that some of
us were white and others were Ne
groes. I have never sailed with a
more co-operative crew.
"I am particularly proud to have
mastered the Robert L. Vann. Both
the men and the ship have been
an inspiration.
The maiden voyage of the Robert
L. Vann did not see enemy action
during any part of its sail. How-,
ever, the ship has had to undergo!
minor repairs, because of some ac-l
tivity-in a foreign port, that can-;
not be revealed.
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Negroes Man Second Naval Vessel;
Built in the Shadows of Harlem
The second naval vessel to be manned by a predominantly Negro crew, the PC 1264,
was placed in commission Tuesday morning at Pier 42, North River, NYC, and will soon
by on the high seas hunting down Axis submarines. Like the destroyer escort Mason re
cently commissioned in Boston with a largely Negro crew, this sleek 173-foot sub hunter
of a type used largely for escort duty, is officered by whites, the crew.JpcIuding 8 white
petty officers as instructors and
53 Negroes in the ship’s company.
The novel aspect of the PC 1264
is that it was constructed at the
Consolidated Shipbuilding Com
pany, Morris Heights, on the out
skirts of Harlem and was launched
last winter with Mrs. A. D. Berning acting as sponsor. It was
placed in full commission by Com
mander H. F. Sasse, USN, as
sistant to the Captain of the Yard,
Navy Yard, N. Y., who read the
commissioning orders of the Navy
Department in the presence of the
entire ship’s company mustered in
dress uniform on the fantail of the
ship, and Lt. Eric Purdon, USNR,
commanding officer, then assumed
command.
On Lt. Purdon’s order, the na
tional ensign at the mainmast and
the Union Jack at the Jaekstaff
were broken simultaneously and
the ship’s watch was set.

dally trained for their duties at
the Submarine Chaser Training
School, iMma,i Fla., and the 53
Negroes include several rated as
first and second class petty officers.
A graduate of Trinity College, Lt.
Purdon has been a Naval Reserve
Officer on active service since May
12, 1941, the PC 1264 is his second
command.
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M U R A L S T E L L S T O R Y . . . O F N E G R O E S IN U. S . N A V Y

Artists wno painted murals de
picting the history of the Negro
in the U.S. Navy are pictured
here before one of the paintings.
Left to right: Isaiah Williams,
Newark, N. J.; Edsel Cramer,
Houston, Texas, and Hughie L.
Smith, Detroit, painter of the
mural shown in this scene.
The series of 12 murals has
been placed on the walls of the
recreation building at Camp Rob
ert Smalls, Great Lakes, 111.
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Combat Units
Not Converted
WASHINGTON, D.C.—War De
partment officials denied an Asso
ciated Negro Press release stating
that the 493rd Anti-Aircraft bat
talion of the 99th Coast Artillery
regiment had been converted into
service and engineering units. It
was officially stated the 493rd left
Fort Patrick Henry, Va., in March,
intact, for an overseas assignment
as an anti-aircraft unit.
The 99th Coast Artillery regi
ment, which was stationed in
Trinidad Islands for nearly two
years, has had some of its per
sonnel redistributed.
The 99th
Headquarters Company, Headquar
ters battery and band have been
reassigned to other units. The three
battalions of the regiment, less
Battery C in each battalion, is still
intact as a combat unit.
One battalion of the 99th is still
classified as Coast Artillery; a sec
ond battalion has been renamed
the 99th Anti-Aircraft Automatic
Gun battalion, and the third is
now the 338th Anti-Aircraft Auto
matic Searchlight battalion.

High Navy Awards Posthumously
NEW Y O R K — Coast Guardsman Charles W . David Jr., tw enty-six-vear old mess attendant who gave his life last year in res
cuing the executive officer o f his ship and others from the icy
waters o f the Atlantic during rescue operations o f a torpedoed
transport, was posthum ously awarded the N avy and Marine
Corps M edal Tuesday, June 20, at Coast Guard Headquarters,
42 Broadway.
The medal, one o f the h igh
est naval awards, was presented
to the Coast Guardsman's w id 
ow, Mrs. K athleen W. David, of
343 West 122nd street, by Rear
A dm iral Stanley V. Parker, dis
trict Coast Guard officer, with
the Davids’ th ree-year-old son,
Neil Adrian, standing by.
! Lt. R. W. Anderson, o f 291
East 8th street, B rooklyn, the;
Coast Guard officer w hose life
was saved by David's heroic ac
tion was also present. Lt. A n 
derson w ho has previously beendecorated fo r his bravery during
the dramatic rescue paid tribute
to the deceased:
“ D avid’s bravery under
the most hazardous con di
tions and his unselfishness
in sacrificing him self was
an inspiration to every o ffi
cer and man on board the
cutter.
We were all im 
pressed by his alertness, for
his quirk thinking and his
heroic daring in face of ce r
tain death was responsible
for the saving of the lives
of many men, including m y
self, who w ould be dead to 
day.’’

spite the rough, near freez
ing water and gale, he
w orked tirelessly with sev
eral com rades until ninetythree survivors had been
rescued from certain death
in the steadily mounting
seas. His great courage and
unselfish perseverance con 
tributed to the saving of
m any lives and were in
keeping w ith the highest
traditions o f the United
States Naval S ervice.”

David was a mess attendant
first class aboard a Coast Guard
cutter which rescued nearly a
hundred men from a torpedoed
transport in the North Atlantic.
In a heavy sea, with freezing
temperatures ham pering opera
tions, David dived countless
David, the son o f Mr. and
times, into the seas, in total
darkness, to haul survivors to Mrs. Charles David o f the B ronx
was a graduate o f the B ronx V o 
safety.
cational High School.
DIED FROM PNEUMONIA
W hen the rescue operations
|were nearly com pleted, David
n o tice d that Lt. Anderson was
near exhaustion frojn his w ork
on a life raft o ff the side o f the
cutter. Passing the w ord along
to the bridge, David, him self
near collapse from his efforts,
dived overboard and hauled Lt.
Anderson back aboard. He died
shortly after from pneumonia
|exhaustion and exposure as the
result of his heroic actions.
The
citation
accom panying
the medal, signed by Secretary
o f Navy James Forrestal. for the
President, reads in part:
“ Quickly realizing that
the benum bed and suffering
men were too exhausted to
clim b aboard the rescue
-v e s s e l because--of ^hc- heavy
seas and
intensely cold
wjrid. DAVID unhesitating
ly volunteered to go over
the ^ide to assist them. D e-
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Negro Coast Guardsman |
Gets Posthumous Medal
By the Associated Press.

NEW YORK, June 21.—Charles
W. David, jr., 26-year-old Negro
| Coast Guard mess attendant, yes
terday was awarded posthumously
the Navy and Marine Corps Medal
for heroism in rescue operations of
a torpedoed transport last year
when he saved the executive officer
of his ship and others from icy At1 lantic waters.
The executive officer. Lt. R. W.
Anderson of New York, said Mr.
David dived into the gale-swept
water countless times, working tire
lessly until 93 survivors had been
rescued. Shortly thereafter he suc
cumbed to pneumonia.
The medal was presented to his
widow, Mrs. Kathleen W. David of
New York City.
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NAVY GETS FIRST
MEDICAL OFFICER

WASHINGTON
(A N P )-T he
Navy has just appointed its first
medical officer, it was learned here
Saturday.
Dr. A. D. Thompson
was sworn in as assistant surgeon
with the rank of lieutenant <jg)
in Detroit, his home, last Wednes
day. Lieutenant Thompson was
an instructor at Meharry Medi
cal college when he transferred
from the Army Medical Reserve
Corps to the Navy,

CHICAGO DEFENDER
C h ica g o, 111.
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First Navy Doctor

LT. (j-g) ARTHUR THOMPSON
Detroit doctor, sworn in July 12.
1944, is the iirst Negro physician
to be commissioned in the
United Slates Naval Reserve.
He attended Fisk university and
was graduated from Meharry'
Medical college in 1942. He
served his internship at Hub
bard hospital. Nashville, Tenn.
The new officer is a member of
the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.

ship named
for a Negro
BALTIMORE— The S.S. Edward
A. Savoy, the 361st Liberty ship
to be launched at the Bethlehem
Fairfield Shipyard here, was nam
ed for a Negro who spent 64 years
in government service, ■and was
chief messenger to 22 Secretaries
of State.
Mrs. Edward Savoy Morgan, of
Washington, D. C., Savoy’s daugh
ter, was the sponsor.
Savoy was born in Washington
and attended Howard university.
In 1869 he became page boy to
Secretary of State Hamilton Fish,
starting a career o f service which
extended over a period o f 64 years.
President Woodrow Wilson, on
recommendation of William Jen
nings Bryan, elevated Savoy to
the rank and salary of clerk. His
work was largely confidential and
he numbered among his contacts
many distinguished and famous
personages. When he retired in
1933, he was called to the White
House by President Roosevelt and
thanked for “ faithful and unique
service to the government and the
people of the United States.”
Following the launching, Mrs.
Morgan was presented with a dia
mond and ruby-studded wrist
watch on behalf of the shipyard as
a memento o f the occasion.
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Negro Marines Knock Uut Japanese
Machine Guns In Hot Saipan Battle
Win Praise
I
“I'm very pleased with the way
The Negro Marines suffered their
(Marine Corps Combat Correspondent)
first battle casualties of the war they worked,” said Captain Louis
SAIPAN, Marianas Islands (De when one was killed and four were P. Shine of Osage, W. Va., unit
layed)—"Praise the Lord and pass wounded. They were thrown into commanding officer.
Said the 26-year-old Guadalcanal
the ammunition" became an actuali . front line fighting when Japanese
ty here when a Negro Marine unit threatened American lines and veteran:
“I was plenty scared myself. We’d
including two men whose ambition knocked at least one Jap machine
it is to enter the ministry and who gun out of action and killed several dig in our foxholes when the firing
got
heavy. Sometimes the men
conduct religious services lor the of the enemy—the first Japs sent
unit moved in with the assault to their ancestors by Negro Marines were almost completely buried in
showers of sand.
troops to set a record in unloading in this war.
“I’d kid them and tell__them—
artillery shells for the front lines.
Members of the unit stacked the
“ big stuff” in neat rows and dived ‘What are we doing here! Come on,
into over-regulation foxholes when let’s get back to work where we
the Japs pattern-fired the beach belong.’ Then I’d sart back to the
boats. They came right after me.
with mortar and artillery shells.
“ They worked around the clock
Prays Day And Night
"I haven’t got time to think about and did a swell job. Several offianything but the Lord,” said 19- ! cers congratulated us on the way
year-old Private Edward H. Seals, we had the ammunition they
son of Mrs. Emma Calhoun, Dayton, wanted when they wanted it.”
Neither Private First Class Wash*
Ohio. He explained that this was
prompted by the crash of a Jap ington nor Private First Class
plane—bested in a dog-fight with Witcher is actually an ordained pas
Naval aircraft—150 feet from him tor, but both hope to be after the
war.
the night of D-day.
Conducts Services
“I prayed night and day after
Washington, son of Mr. and Mrs.
that." he said.
Here’s a sample of the experiences James Washington, Magnolia, Ark.,
conducts regular Sunday night
others had.
Private First Class John M. Jen services, reporting an average at
kins, 20, son of Mrs. Berlina Jen tendance of 60 to 70. Witcher leads
kins of Washington, DC., knocked the singing for the Sunday service
out a Jap machine gun with a hand and holds a prayer meeting and
j song service each Wednesday eve
grenade.
“They moved us up to the front ning.
“I held first services here on Dto help halt a counter-attack,” he
said. “This gun opened on me from plus-10," said Washington, “using
j
the
story of Daniel, because I
close range. It must have thrown
20 shells as I jumped into a ditch. j thought it fit in best, both from a
“ I could see three Japs moving morale standpoint and because it
about the gun. After pulling the showed that protection is simultane
pin on a grenade, I got to thinking ous with danger."
Washington lived in Los Angeles. '
they'd have time to throw it back,
so I held it a few seconds and let it Calif., and worked as a welder for
go. It landed right on the gun. the California Shipyard before en
tering the service October 10, 1943.
Guess it got ’em all.”
For several months, he was an as
Former Fighter
Back in 1942. at New Orleans, sistant pastor at the Zion Hill Bap
another of the Marines, Leo Mann, tist church, conducting services at
knocked out Lew Jenkins, former least once each month. He was
welterweight champion. Mann, 21, studying prior to entering the Bap
son of Mrs. Daisy Mann of Houston, tist Seminary Theological school at
Texas, is now a.sergeant. He di the time of his induction.
"Ererybody was h a p p y — it
rected one of the unloading groups.
“ I jumped into my foxhole when seemed kind of like a big football
the mortar shells began moving in, game,” said Witcher of his D-day
“ When we were near
for about the 10th time,” he said. landing.
“ One thudded down right beside shore a Jap mortar shell landed in
me. I covered my head. When I a nearby ‘alligator.’ The singing and
looked up. I was lying outside the joking stopped.
Dig Foxholes
foxhole. Guess I was blown out.”
“ We dug foxholes and then
Sergeant Mann, who fought vari
ously as a light, welter, and middle s t a r t e d unloading ammunition.
weight, won 24 of his 27 professional When the explosions got too close,
we’d dive into the holes until it
bouts.
The Negro Marines set what Sec slackened up. My foxhole was only
ond Lieutenant Howard E. Tucker, about two feet deep to start with,
son of M ri J. E. Deardoff, of Salt but it was double that depth before
Lake City, Utah, a platoon leader, the first night was over.”
Witcher, 20, son of Mrs. Olive
believes to be a record of unloading
several thousands of tons of am Witcher of Charlottesville, V a ,
hopes to enter Virginia Union uni
munition in 38 hours.
Besides the two prospective pas versity, Richmond, after the war to
tors. Private First Class Fred Wash study for the pastorate. For three
ington and Private First Class Au years before entering the Marine
gustus Witcher, the unit contained a Corps, September 26, 1943, he
former professional boxer, a dance worked with the Rev. E. Lord Jamband leader, several defense plant erson, pastor of the Mount Zion
workers, a former electric washing Baptist church, Ridge and Main
machine salesman, and others with streets, Charlottesville, leading the
a wide variety of pre-Saipan occu junior choir and heading the Young
Peoples’ Training Union. During the i
pations.
week he sold electric washing ma
chines.
SGT. CHAS. R VANDERGRIFT

NEGRO OFFICERS IN COAST GUARD

Veterans of the U. S. Coast Guard Academy
aboa rd 'the Coast Guard vessel Sea Cloud are
(1. to r.) Lt. (jg) Clarence Samuels, who recent
ly was given command of the all-white crew

/

on a Coast guard cutter in the Caribbean; En
sign Harvey Russell; and Lt. (jg) Joseph Jen
kins. The officers are breaking precedents in
the Coast Guard which is perhaps the most
democratic of the armed services.

All-Negro Navy Patrol

1

Boat Rescues 5 Sailors j
SAN FRANCISCO — The alert
crew of an all-colored Navy patrol
boat saved the lives of five sailors
off a sinking raft and won the praise
of their commanding officer, Comdr.
Robert B. England, last Wednesday.
The heroic action of the rescuers
has become part of the service rec
ord of each man.
Members of the patrol boat crew
threw life rings to the struggling
men, two of whom had gone down
twice, and took them to the Yard
dispensary where they were given
medical attention.
The five sailors on the raft were
caught in a strong tide about 9 p.m.
and started to drift toward the
Causeway. The men, thinking the
raft was going to crash into the
Causeway, attempted to swim to the
dredge pipe line. Two of them were
seized with cramps and had gone
down twice when the patrol boat
came along. The men were off a
Yard-built vessel.
Members of the rescuing crew
were J. W. Powers, coxswain; S. E.
Stroughter, Sic; G. A. Churchill,
MM3c; and A. Allen, S2c. The five
sailors who owe their lives to the
quick thinking Negro sailors were
John L. Stubbs, F2c; Frank Dow,
S2c; Charles Fritschy, Sic; L. B.
McLellon, GMlc and W. R. Flowers,
S3c.
On Tuesday, the hero crew was
called before Captain A. G. Cook
Jr., Captain of the Yard, for merito

rious mast. A letter of commenda
tion from Comdr. Robert B. Eng
land, enlisted and barracks officer,
was read. It pointed out that the
tide of Mare Island Channel is ex
tremely strong, making swimming
very dangerous.
In praising the work of the crew,
the Commodore wrote;
“This patrol boat composed en
tirely of Negro enlisted personnel
showed alertness, resourcefulness,
and its ready and efficient action in
rescuing these five men was in
keeping with the best traditions of
the Naval service.” __________
-

Navy Cooks fatieji Up
Marines For Invasion
By S /S G T . HY H I RW ITZ
A iMarine Corps Combat
Correspondent ' ' ^

i

TINIAN, Marianas I/IandA
(D ela y ed )— One unit o f S ec
ond D ivision Marines was being
w e ll fed by a group o f N egro
cook s and stewards aboard a
N avy transport w h ile w aiting
fo r the invasion o f Tinian Is
land.'
B oarding ship fo r a few days
p rior to the new landing, the
Leathernecks w ere a hungry lot.
T hey had subsisted on canned
rations fo r the entire Saipan
cam paign. For most o f them,
it was their first hot meal in
m ore than a month. The e x 
pert N egro cooks knew what
these men had gone through
T hey knew that they w ere head
ed fo r ahother battle, so they
bent every effort to put out
som e fan cy dishes.
IN VASION VETERANS
Tw o o f the Negroes are
veterans of (he North A fr i
can and Sicilian invasions.
This was their first trip in
to the Pacific.
They were Silas W oods, chief
cook< o f Ashville, Ala., and
Bennie Thurm ond, cook third
class o f 1027 Daniel street,
Augusta, Ga. Thurm ond is a
form er caddy at the Augusta
National G olf Club and sparred
w ith Beau Jack, w hen the latter
was starting his fistic career.
A lso in their first Pacific
battle w ere the follow in g : Stew 
ard's Mate Second Class W. L.
H ill Jr., 1018 A tlantic circle.
Bakersfield,
Calif.:
Stew ard’s
Mate Second Class A. D. Chat
man. 1574 C oncord street, Beau
m ont, Texas, and Steward's
M ate
First
Class
Langwell
H orne. Glen St. Mary, Jackson
v ille, Fla.
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Navy's Firsf ’ .
Negro Chaplain
Reports tor Duly

»-*

GREAT LAKES] 111.—Head
quarters of the Ninth Naval Dis
trict announced last week that
Lt. fjg ) James Russell Brown,
the N avy’s first Negro Chaplain,
had reported fo r duty at the U.S.
Naval Training Center, Great j
Lakes, Illinois.
Lt. (jg) Brown, one-time pas
tor o f St. Luke's A.M.E. Church,
Kansas City, Kansas, and former Dean o f Bishop Williams
1 School o f Religion at Quindaro,
'■Kansas, has been assigned for
duty as the Protestant Chaplain
at Camp Robert Smalls, one of
the two camps where Negroes
are trained at this Center.

J

Help Win Bad?
Guam Island
By SGT. HAROLD A. BREAD
Marine Corps Combat
Correspondent
GU AM — (D elayed )— N e g r o
Marines are helping reclaim
Guam fo r the United States.
The Negroes are getting their
licks against the Japs by “ pass
ing the ' am m unition.”
They
landed under heavy enemy m or
tar fire a fe w hours after the as
sault waves hit the beaches.
Som e were assigned to shore
parties during the initial stages
o f the battle. Others w orked
the front lines, muscling cart
ridges and shells to the fighters.
One of the form er was w ou n d 
ed by mortar fragm ent the first
night.
Later the Negroes were assigned to duty at amTnlnTUi<HA.
depots established on the island.

fNegro Ensign Now Skipper
Of U. S. Navy Combat Ship
By JAMES E. SMITH
\ J
N E W YORK— Breaking down the jjm-crow policy which has prevailed throughout
the Navy’s history, two Negro lads— Ensigns James Edward Hare and John L. Reagan—
two of the 13 colored men graduated, as Ensigns from the Great Lakes Naval Training
Station, Illinois, gained the distinction of being the first Naval officers of th eir race as-

signed to sea duty, with one—
Hare—detailed as skipper of
$500,000 craft.
(The Pittsburgh Courier, fell low
ing the story which it initiated
last spring when it revealed to Its
nation of reader? t,'i - ap:
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------------of these 13 men as officers in theiStates Navy Section Base at
United States Navy, was inatru- Tompkinsville, Staten IsUnd. Na»
mental in locating these two offi- York, Hare and Reagan
cers and learning their present led highly by the base rorrrmander.
ours of duty.)
j
_____
ISp-v stationed at the United!
iCnnhnur.tl
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Negro Ensign Now
Skipper O f U. S. Navy
(Continued from P a ge 1)

Capt. John M. Gill, USNR.

Ensign Hare, a graduate of Xa
vier university’s school of sociolo
gy, is a native of Blackville, S.C.
Said Captain Gill of Hare:
‘‘He is the type of man who
would succeed whether he was
black and white. He seems to have
That little extra something that
makes him click in whatever he
does.”
When contacted at the Base. En
signs Hare and Reagan, although
on leave, were taking a bus-man’s
holiday. They were found on the
bridge of a fellow officer's ship (a
white lieutenant named Denton)
going over navigation charts.
REAGAN FROM TEXAS
Ensign Reagan, a native of Texlived with his mother, Mrs.
Bernice Willis, in Chicago, prior to
his induction into the Navy early
in 1942. He is a graduate of the
Windy
City’s Lindbloom high
school, where he was a star full
back in football for three years.
Reagan was awarded an athletic
scholarship to the University of
Montana and was attending the
school when called to the Navy.
Aside from his duties as execu
tive officer aboard a patrol craft
he is also engineering, navigation
and gunnery officer.
.Hare is unmarried, while Rea
gan has a wife who lives with
him in New York.

CAPTAIN PLAYS FAIR
The Tompkinsville base, com-j
branded by the gruff but democrat-1
Captain Gill, a former newspaper
owner and publisher from Oswego,
N. Y„ is irrefutably the most ef
ficiently and democratically admin
istered Navy Station on the East
ern Seaboard.
Captain Gill, who does not want
•to create the impression that he
is championing any man’s cause,
Was instrumental in the appoint
ment of one of. three Negro war
rant officers in the U. S. Navy,
namely, Sidney M. Smith.
‘ "Smith, who comes from Washing
ton, D. C., via Richmond, Va., holds
the distinction of rising to his pres
ent rank after skipping the grade
tjf chief motor machinist, which in
itself is an outstanding accom momentarily awaiting a comihtsplishment and has been seldom sion as Ensign.
equalled by Negroes.
The commander of the sec ion
With the majority of the vessels base explained the slowness of pro
.stationed at the base powered with motions among the colored per onFairbanks-Morse engines, ‘’Smithy,” nel in the Navy. It is due, he snid,
ile is called by both officers and to the lack of basic fundamental
en, is quite at home, being an training in particular fields and
expert on their mode of operation,the fact that they have neglected
repair and maintenance. He was or have not had the opportunity to
;J»Tomoted on the spot.
acquire as much education as hey
Captain Gill maintains his only need.
interest in a man is the manner In
In a blunt and frank manner,
which he performs his duties and Captain Gill explained that a col
fiot in the texture of his skin.
ored man, to attract the attention
‘‘You can take Mr. Hare's case,” of his superior officers, must be
he said.
‘‘There're damned few more than good. “He must excel
men, especially an Ensign, to whom his white counterpart in every
I’d entrust the command of a half way. Just doing enough will get
million dollar vessel. But if they him nowhere fast,” he said.
produce, there’s no telling how
Ensign Reagan is almost assured
high they might advance regard- of a position of command of his
Jgss of their color or religion.”
own.
AWAITS APPOINTMENT
^RAISES Oil. EXPERT
At the termination of the inter
'• He made mention of an enlisted
Jftan, Henry A. Martin, Jr., spe view, we boarded a patrol c aft.
In a previously unplanned inter
cialist oil, second class.
- “There’s a man considered the view with a white lieutenant as
foremost oil expert in the Third signed aboard this vessel as the
Naval District and there are few engineer officer, he pointed out
men who surpass him in his field,” Charles S. Harvey, Motor Machinist
Mate 1/c, who is now awaiting ap
the captain declared.
Martin, 36 years old. is a native pointment as chief petty officer,
6 / Dubuque, Iowa, and a graduate which will become effective,
of the School of Engineering at lieutenant explained, as soi
the University of Michigan. Be the white CPO, now aboard ii
fore entering the Navy he had his capacity of chief motor macl
own refrigeration company and mate, is transferred to an
worked for the Commonwealth Ed ship.
ison company in Chicago. He is
Harvey, a native of Trent*
J., is a graduate of the Motor
chinist school operated by
Navy at Hampton institute.
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Discharged Seabees Ask
Of Their Cases
In one of the first, if not the very
first, requests for a hearing as pro
vided for under the Servicemen's
Readjustment Act of 1944, more
commonly known as the G. I. Bill
of Rights, two of the 19 Seabees who
were discharged without hearing
last October after they had com
plained of intolerable Jim Crow
conditions at their Caribbean base,
have written to the Secretary of
the Navy asking for a review of
their cases, the Lynn Committee to
Abolish Segregation in the Armed
Forces announced this week. The
Lynn Committee is handling the
men’s cases and will provide coun
sel for them at the hearing. All
previous appeals, including letters
to President Roosevelt, had proven
of no avail.
Harvey Steele, 26. and Isaac G.
McNatt, 27, both living in New York
at present, were discharged on the
grounds of unfitness. This prejudi
cial type of discharge has denied
them mustering out pay and other
rights and privileges provided for
veterans of this,«War. It has also
made it impossible for them to re
sume their normal place in civilian
life, barring them from many
schools and opportunities for em-

—
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ployment. Steele, after passing all
his examination for a Civil Service
job, was told he could not be hired
because of his type of discharge.
McNatt, who is studying law at
night, cannot be admitted to the
New York Bar because of it.
Rap Bias
The Negro Seabees, all volunteers,
were discriminated against and Jim
Crowed from the very first day of
their boot training. They were of
fered inferior and Jim Crowed mess
halls, recreational facilities, ship’s
store service and liberty leave. Of
the 1,000 men in their battalion, only
200 were white, but all officers and
petty officers above second class
were white, and the men were told
openly that no Negro would be pro
moted above second class.
The 19 men were discharged after
they had been invited into the C.O.’s
office and asked about conditions at
the base. They were assured that
this was a "man to man,” off-therecord talk, and were asked speci
fically to discuss the racial situa
tion. The men were therefore frank
in airing their grievances. The next
d a y , the regimental commander had
the men called back into the C.O.’s
office and upbraided them for "grip
ing" and petty complaints, and told
them he would tolerate no confer
ring and “ committee-ing.” A few
days later the 19 men were dis
charged, 16 as undesirable on
grounds of unfitness and three on
grounds of inaptitude. These three
later upon appeal were given hon
orable discharges.
The Servicemen’s Readjustment
Act directs the Army and the Navy
to establish board of review to hear
cases of discharge from the armed
services with the exception of those
resulting from a general court mar
tial. Attempts are being made to
reach the remaining men.
The NAACP and the CIO, through
the Veterans Division of its Na
tional CIO War Relief Committee
are also supporting the case.
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The N egro i n th e wavy i n S o r id ^ar I I

P r i o r t o 194.3 the U n ited S t a t e s N a vy's N egro e n l i s t e d pe. a o n n e l e a s c o n fin e d
t o the raesaaen's b ra n ch o f th e s e r v i c e .
In the Navy Departm ent a t .u sh in g ton N egroes s e r v e d in wowe o f th e t e c h n i c a l
b r a n c h e s , bu t m ost p o s i t i o n s were in c l e r i c a l and s u c t o d l a l c a p a c i t i e s .
F o l i o v . i n P e a r H arbor and th e con seq u en t ex p a n sio n o f N aval i n s t a l i a t i . ns
and th e e s ta b lis h m e n t o f a * tw o-ocea n * na <y, a change i n Navy p o l i c y began to
a p p e a r in e a r l y 1 9 4 3 . T h is change was f i r s t n o t i c e d ..hen Camp R o b e r t om a lla
was e s t a b lis h e d in the l e t t e r p e r t o f 1 94 2 . N egroes begsr. t c s e c u r e t r a i n i n g
i n o t h e r brtaiches o f s e r v i c e .
They became bemoan, loeman and o t h e r s p e c i a l i z e d
r a tin g s .
N egroes were taken on t o h e lp r e c r u i t i n g .
E a rly i n 1 94 ^ , th e Navy announced th a t th e r e were o v e r 7 ,1 0 0 Negro b e a b s e s
(C o n s t r u c t io n B a t t a l .o n s) b u ild in g a a id e v a r i e t y o f s h o re i n s t a l l a t i o n s a t
oversea s bases.
A s p e c i a l t r a i n i n g c e n t e r f o r t h i s ty p e o f work Wt.a e s t a b lis h e d
a t Caap P eary, 11lilm a s b u r g , Va. They a re ta u g h t t o u se th e r i f l e , th e g re n a d e ,
th e a n t i - a i r c r a f t gun.
The f i r a t C o n s tr u c tio n B a t t a l i o n o f Negro b ea b ees sa c s e n t t o th e Solom on
Is la n d s .
O th er detachm ents worked and fo u g h t on F l o r i d a , U u a a olca n a _, T u la g i
and o t h e r i s l a n d s .
In t h is v i t a l war t h e a t e r th ey b u i l t a s e a p la n e b a s e ,
l a r g e s t o r a g e f a c i l i t i e s f o r f u e l , s t o r e h o u s e s , b a r r a c k s , shops o f a l l k in d s ,
a ir p la n e la n d in g s t r i p s , pow er p la n t s , r o a d s , s a t e r s y s ta s is ,
la c t r ie d is tr ib u tio n
l o n e s , te le p h o n e l i n e s , gun em placem ents and th e v e ry d i f f i c u l t a r t o f u n lo a d in g
ca rgo.
These S ea b ees have r e c i i v e a com m endation o f th e h ig h e s t o r d e r f o r th e o rk
th e y have done under the a o s t g r u e lin g c o n d i t i o n s .
On T u esday, December 2 8 , 1943, P r e s id e n t h o o s e v e l t s a i d : "Y our war e f f o r t
i s o u t s t a n d in g b eca u se you a cco m p lish t h r e e g r e a t p u rp o se s .-h ich en a b le ou r
f i g h t i n g f o r c e s t o c u r r y on th e o f f e n s i v e .
You b u ild , y ou f i g h t , and you
r e p a ir .
You b*fcL{ireoared t o r e p e a t th e o p e r a t io n whenever n e c e s s a r y - you go
fo rw a rd t o g e t h e r .*
S e c r e t a r y o f th e Navy Frank Knox s a id :
"E v ery m ajor am phibious o p e r a t io n o f th e Navy has fou n d S eabees among th e
f i r s t t o la n d .
A lm ost e v e r y a i r f i e l d , su p p ly d e p o t o r o t h e r i n s t a l i a t i ns
t h e Navy b u i l t s in c e P e a r l H arbor has b een a beabee r e c o r d f o r sp eed and i n g a n u it y .
And in b i t t e r b a t t l e l i k e G u a d a lca n a l o r Tarawa, you have shed y o u r
b lo o d to ea rn a sh are o f v i c t o r y . *
Adm iral E r n e st J . K in g, Commander i n C h ie f o f th e U nited S t a t e s F l e e t and
C h ie f o f N aval O p e r a tio n s , la u d e d them th u s:
•Your in g e n u it y and f o r t i t u d e have become s le g e n d i n th e N aval S e r v i c e ,
ftith b o th t o o l s and tommy-guns you have ren d ered v i t a l a id on o v e r y a ssign m en t
you have be n g iv e n .
Today, y ou may lo o k w ith p r i d e a t th e b a s e s and a i r f i e l d s
which y ou have h elp ed t o b u i l d th rou gh ou t th e * o r ld .
Your a ch iev em en ts have
a id e d i n p r o v id in g the Navy w ith s t r a t e g i c s t r it c in 6 p o in t s f o r e v ery m a jo r b o t t l e
i n th e war t o d a t e .
D e s p ite th e h a za rd s o f t h ic x j u n g l e , a r c t i c storm s o r *nemy
a s s a u l t y ou have c a r r i e d o n , c o n s t a n t ly bup:>orting o u r a t t a c k in g f o r c e s . "
L i e u t . Gen. Thomas H olcom b, U .S .M .C ., Commandant o f th e U n ited S t a t e s M arine
C orp s, p a id t h is trib u te- t o the ce u b e e s i
•D uring the p a s t two y e a r s th e S eabees and th e Marine C orps have d e v e lo p e d
a f l o u r i s h i n g p a r t n e r s h ip d e v o te d t o the c o n s t r u c t i o n o f a r . o d s t r a i g h t i n t o
th e h e a r t o f J apa n . Our M arines r e t u r n in g from th e f r o n t s have hed n o th in g
b u t p r a is e f o r th e work o f o u r N a vy's ru gged f i g n t i n - b u i l d e r s .
A herevor M arines
have gone th ey have seen t h e i r -eatieen com rades p e rfo rm in g m ir a c le s o f c o n s t r u c t io n
and r e p a i r , o f t e n under heavy f i r e . "
buck p r a is e must be d e s e r v e d .
In th e t r a in in g o f S ea b ees th e r e a re 28 Negro i n s tr u e t i r s .
At th e b e g in n in g o f 1944 the Navy announced th e fo r m a tio n o f N egro Shore
P a trolm en , a n oth er ir in o v a ti n . S tu d e n ts In the Shore P a t r o l a tte n d an e i g h t i-
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NA7AL HIROStD o r ic (D o r ie ) K i l l e r

F i r s t N egro B lu e ja c k e t h e re l a t h is war was D o rie K i l l e r , son
o f Mr. end M rs. Conery M i l l e r , itoute 1 , Box 1 6 1 , w aco, T e x a s.
M i l l e r , a s t r a p p in g , 230 pound form er fu llb a c k : from « a c o 's Moore
High S c h o o l * a &warded, th e Navy C ross by P r e s id e n t K o o s e v e lt f o r
■ D is tin g u is h e d d e v o t io n t o d u ty , e x tr o a r d in a r y co u ra g e and d is r e g a r d
f o r h i s own p e r s o n a l s a f e t y d u rin g the a t t a c h on the f l e e t i n P e t r i
H a rb or, T e r r i t o r y o f H a w aii, by Japanese f o r c e s on December 7 , 1 9 1 1 .■
M i l l e r a l s o r e c e i v e d s l e t t e r o f coramenda t i o n from the D e c r e to r y
o f th e Navy and »a e advanced in r : t i n g from Mess A tte n d a n t, T h ird C la e s
t o Mess A tte n d a n t, F i r s t C ^ass. In a d d i t io n , he has r e c e i v e d the
* a e r ic a n D efen ce S e r v ic e M edal, the F l e e t C la sp and th e A s ia b io -P a c i i c
Campaign M edal.
A d a ir a l C h e ste r ft. N i a i t o , C o ia a n d e r -in -C h ie f o f th e P a c i f i c F l e e t ,
p e r s o n a lly p re s e n te d the Navy C rocs t o M i l l e r in ce re m o n ie s aboard a
war&hi in the p a c i f i c on May 2 7 th , 1 9 1 2 . P la n in g th e b i t o f r ib b o d
and c r o s s o f b ron a c on th e s a i-L o r 's b r e a s t , he d e s c r ib e d b i s a c t o f h e r o i c *
on th e U6£ A riz o n a d u r in g the Japan ese a t t a c h on th e ? e r l Harbor
naval
and com plim ented H i l l e r on b e in g the f i r s t r e p r e s e n t a t iv e
o f h i s ra ce to be so h on ored i n t h is war. He then re a d the c i t a t i o n
**hich s a id :
*
\
Y
• ffh ile a t th e s i d e o f h i s C a p ta in on the b r i d g e , f i l l e r , d e s p i t e
enemy s t r a f i n g and bombing and i n th e f a c e o f a s e r i o u s f i r e , a s s i s t e d
in m oving h i s C a p ta in , aho had been m o r t a lly
on d ed , t o a p la c e o f g re a t
s a f e t y , and l a t e r canned and o p e r a te d a machine gun d r i e o t e d a t enemy
Jap an ese a t t a c h in g a i r c r a f t u n t i l o r d e r e d to le n v e the b r i d g e . ■
\
In J an u a ry , 1 9 1 3 , M i l l e r , w h ile v i s i t i n g the N aval bc.ee 1 G rea t
Lax.es, 1 1 1 ., t o l d o f h i s e x p e r ie n c e on th e f f tefu-u day*
■ I t w a s n 't b a d .
I j u s t .M illed th e t r i g g e r and she <ortcer f i n e .
I h a i n&tched the o t h e r s w ith h te s e g u n s. I gues6 1 f i r e d h er f o r
a b o u t f i f t e e n m in u tes i*t th ose Jap p lt.n e a .
They were d i v i n g p r e t t y c l o s e
to u s .»
M i l l e r was b o rn O c to b e r 1 2 , 1919, and e n l i s t e d in the Navy on Septem ber
1 6 , 1939.
S in c e P e a r l H a rb or, M i l l e r had been a s s ig n e d t o v a r io u s o t h e r n a val
v e s s e l s . He s e rv e d aboard th e A i r c r a f t C a r r ie r L ia con e B ay, <hich was
sunx by enemy a c t i o n in th e S o u th -e a s t P a c i f i c on November 2 1 , 1 3 1 3 . A
fa s weexs l a t e r he was r e p o r t e d m is s in g i n a c t i o n and h i s n e x t o f x ia n o t i f i e d .
D o rie M i l l e r , m ess a tte n d a n t, f i r s t c l a s s , gave h i s l a s t l'u lla e a s u r e
o f d e v o t i o n , t o th e co u n tr y th a t he l o v e d .

2 /,

e v e ry tw o w ee*3, u n t i l e v e r y c i t y i n th e c o u n tr y h o u sin g N aval e s ta b lis h m e n ts
o r e n t e r t a in in g l a r g e numbers o f a a i l o r f i on l i b e r t y w i l l have i t s own perma
n en t s h o re P a t r o l .
G ruaduate SP*s a re a s a ig n e d to d u ty i n Naval D i s t r i c t w herein
l i e t h e i r home c i t i e s o r to n n s . Up t o th e m id d le o f F eb ru a ry, 1 9 4 4 , f i v e
c l a s s e s o f SP* b had g ra d u a te d .
Some o f the o t h e r r a t i n g s f o r Negro s a i l o r s i n c l u d e : Coxsw ain, h a d iu u sn ,
G unne's M ate, B u g le a s s t e r , s h ip s F i t t e r , s t o r e k e e p e r , Car e n t e r * s M ate, a v i a t i o n
m a ch in is t* o m ate, m eta lsm ith ~ , q u a r te rm a s te r s , sign a lm en , and on Wednesday,
F ebruary 2 3 , 1 9 4 4 , th e Navy announced the com m ission in g o f l i e u t e n a n t s ( j u n i o r
g ra d e ) or. a n t i—b u ba b rin e v e s s e l s .
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E iv in B e l l

E l v in g B e ll, Mess A tte n d a n t, T h ird C la s s , 2J y e r s o l d
o f J a m a ica , New T ou rk , on F ebruary 2 , 1 9 4 3 , was awarded the
Navy C ross and M arine Corps m edal.

J osep h C ro ss
The S e c r e ta r y o f th e Navy, i n th e name o f th e P r e s id e n t
o f th e U n ited S t a t e s , awarded th e Navy and M arine C orps Medal
t o J osep h C r o s s , S te w a r d 's M ate, F i r s t C la s s , 2510 T h a lia
S t r e e t , New O r le a n s , L a.

E lb e r t H. O liv e r
A S i l v e r S ta r Medal wa0 awarded E lb e r t H. O l i v e r , Stew r d 'a
S a te F i r s t C la s s , USN, b u t th e S e c r e t o r y o f th e Navy, in th e
name o f th e P r e s id e n t o f th e U n ited S t a t e s .
O l i v e r , who has
beew w unded in a c t i o n , r e s i d e s a t 1112 L o cu s t S t r e e t , N orth
L i t t l e R ock , A rk a n sa s.

C h a rle s JadKoon F rench
C h a rles J a c k s o n F ren ch , Mass A tte n d a n t, Second C la s s ,
23 y e a r s o l d o f Foreman, A rk a n sa s, was co.iaiended by A dm iral
W illia m F. H a lsey , U /S .N . Commander, S outh P a c i f i c A rea dnd
South P a c i f i c F o r c e , f o r h eroism w h ile s e r v in g on a d e e t r o y e r
in th e P a c i f i c a r e a .

W illia m P in ck n ey
The S e c r e ta r y
th e U n ited S t a t e s ,
C ook, T h ird C la ^ s,
was th e son o f Mr.
S outh C a r o lin a .

o f th e Navy, on b e h a l f o f th e P r e s id e n t o f
awarded th e Navy C ro ss to Wil iam P incicney,
on June 1 0 , X943» P in ck n e y , 28 y e a r s o l d ,
and M rs. Renty in c k n e y , Box 9 2 , B e a u fo r t,

IJogroos in the Navy
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ENNA ISLAND, Calif.— Aft^r listening to
i three days’ testimony of the 50 seamen charged with
1mutiny for refusal to load ammunition at the Mare Island
depot on August 9, Thurgood Marshall, special NAACP
counsel, declared: “ These men are being tried for mutiny
solely because of their race or color.”
F o llo w in g
an
u rgen t
tele.
phone call fro m Joseph Jam es,
president o f the local N A A C P
branch, asking that national o f
fice assistance b e g iv en the d e 
fendants im m e d ia te ly , M r. M a r
shall fle w to San Francisco,
w h ere he has b een review ing
testim on y and interview in g (the

T h ey did /not. Th eir officers in 
clu din g the adm iral, talk ed to
them .
C ITE S

M IS U N D E R S T A N D IN G

“ Then
their
o fficer
asked
them tiie fo llo w in g : ‘A ll o f you
w h o are w illin g to obey a ll la w -j
fu l orders, stand fast. A ll who
In his report o f proceedings are not, fa ll out and give you r
nam es to the o ffic e rs.’ \
thus far h e ch arged:
“ So m e stood fast and others
50 O F 257 A C C U S E D
fe ll out.
Those w h o fe ll out]
“ T h e last o f the defen d an ts!w ere arrested. T h ere w ere 257
was on the stand today and the altogether but it ends up that
defense m ight close its case to only 50 are charged w ith m u 
m orrow . Th e P ort C hicago e x  tiny.
i •
plosion w as on J u ly 17 and,
“ T h e m en take the position
m an y o f the accused w ere in that the above statem ent b y the
Port C hicago at that tim e. M an y officer w as not considered by
o f th em w ere hurt.
them to be an order and what
"O n
A u g u st
9 th ey
w ere they m eant b y their actions w as:
transferred to another island that th ey did not want to load
and told to fa ll in fo r w ork, am m unition. T h ey did not m ean
m ean in g
loading am m unition. (See M U T IN Y T R IA L , Page 2)

“ A typical exam ple o f their
testim ony is that of Seaman
Bordenave, w ho is just seven
teen. He had enlisted when he
was 16; was released w hen th$y
discovered his. age and re
enlisted as soon as he was 17.
He had on ly been handling am
munition a w eek and was a
‘hatch tender’ w hich meant, that
he was the one w ho directed the
operator o f the winch as to how
to low er the ammunition into
the hole. . .
“ No w onder they were all
afraid
to
load
ammunition.
Every man testified that since
the Port Chicago affair they
were ‘afraid to load amm uni
tion.’ Three o f the accused men
handled winches, one had ten
months experience, tw o had
tw o months experience. . . all;
experience w a i with ammuni-i
tion.
P E C U L IA R

Q U E S T IO N IN G

“ Lieutenant James F. Coakley, form er assistant prosecutor
o f Alam eda county, California,
under the present Governor
W arren is the ju d ge advocate.
He asks each o f the accused who
is from above the Mason and
Dixon line, “ W here are you
fro m ?’ He never asks any of
the good southern boys the
question.
“ Today he asked one of the
accused where he was from and
the man said, ‘C hicago.’ He
asked him where he took boot]
training, the boy replied. ‘Great!
Lakes,’
w hereupon
Coakley
jsaid: ‘Didn’t they teach you to
address officers as sir?
Why
can’t you say sir ta m e ?’ ”
1 “ There Is no sufficient * Y i.
dence o f mutiny or conspiracy.
“ There is no evidence o f refu 
sal to obey a direct order.
“ These are men being tried
for mutiny solely because of
their race or co lo r ,” Marshall
concluded.
M U T IN Y D E F IN E D

The meaning o f “ m utiny,” un-j
der which these m en are being
tried is “ collective insubordina
tion with intent to disobey a
law ful com m and.” In order to
find the defendants guilty of
m utiny it is necessary for the
prosecution to prove there was
collective insubordination which;
consists o f a persistent and con-j
certed refusal or omission to
obey orders, or to do duty.
“ None o f these men appears
to have conspired collectively
to disobey or perform duty with
insubordinate intent,” the N A A
CP law yer asserted.

Part Chicago ‘Mutiny’ Trial Of 5ft
Becoming ‘Hot Potato’ ForSavy
By JOHN ROBERT BADGER
would not be charged with mu
tiny,” he said.
(Defender Staff Correspondent)
He indicated that the specific
YERBA BUENA INLAND, Calif.
—Latest developments in the trial charge of mutiny, as well as the
of 50 Negro sailors for refusing to number of men, suggested the ex
load ammunition after the Port istence of an intention to make an
Chicago explosion indicate the example out of the Negro sailors.
“The attitude of Coakley," he
charge of mutiny against the men
may become a hot potato for the added, referring to the prosecutor,
“convinces me that he is one of
Navy.
As the defense winds up its case those who is directly responsible
this week, the court martial will for charging the men with mutiny.”
The charge of mutiny, he ex
have to ponder these developments:
plained, implies a mass conspiracy,
Arrival as a spectator of Thur- rather than individual insubordi
* good Marshall, chief counsel nation.
for die National Association for “The men actually don’t know
the Advancement of Colored Peowhat happened,” Marshall said.
ple, on a priority issued by Navy “Had
they been given a direct and
Secretary Forrestal.
specific order to load ammunition
Marshall’s charge, after talking and had refused to obey that order,
• with the accused men and wit then the charge would be legiti
nessing the trial, that Judge Ad mate. But they say no direct order
vocate Frank Coakley, special pros to load was issued them. They
ecutor, is “prejudiced” against Ne were asked whether they would
load, and they replied that they
groes.
were afraidTestimony of a Navy psychia“They have told me that they
• trist, Lieutenant R. H. Pem were willing to go to jail to get
broke of the Navy Medical Corps, a change of duty because of their
that the Port Chicago explosion terrific fear of the explosives, but
would generate fear that could in they had no idea that verbal ex
spire behavior of a “protective na pression of their fear constituted
ture”
mutiny.”
Testimony of all the accusecF
• that no orders to load ammuni
tion had been given.
Testimony indicating the mys• terious “list” of signatures of
the men on trial, upon which the
prosecution has based its hopes of
proving conspiracy, had been ob
tained under duress, and misrep
resented the views of the men.
Testimony of petty officers in
• charge of the men that they
had seen no indications of con
spiracy,- and had received com
plete cooperation from the men
assigned to them.
Announcement by leaders of
• waterfront unions that they
j had officially warned both th e 1
I Navy and Army prior to the Port
Chicago disaster that an explosion
was inevitable if inexperienced
workers were used in the loading
of ammunition, and that this warn
ing had been disregarded.
Marshall, who said he had been
asked to fly out from the East be
cause "of the great feeling in the
East over the policy of giving Ne- j
groes all the dirty and dangerous |
work,” commented on the unusual ;
fact that the accused men were an I
•
— ren fifty.
“If they were not Negr

1
2

3

Marshall commended the work
of defense attorneys for the boys,
but emphasized that Coakley, a
former Alameda County assistant
district attorney under Governor
Earl Warren, staunch Dewey Re
publican, was “prejudiced.”
Marshall said he is instructed to
report on his findings to Navy
Secretary Forrestal, and indicated
the NAACP might enter the case
when it comes up for review. He
left for the East Wednesday night.
The Navy psychiatrist’s testimony
corroborated the views of other
psychiatrists, that the shock in
duced by the Port Chicago blast
was sufficient to lower the morale
of the survivors and engender a
fear psychosis. Lieutenant Pem
broke said such a condition would
inspire the men to anticipate means
of protecting themselves.
Among petty officers who told
the court martial of the men’s will
ingness to cooperate was Elmer W.
Boyer, Boatswain’s mate. Boyer
said he had never heard his divis
ion officer give the men an order
to load ammunition.
“The cooperation of my men was
always wonderful, their discipline
excellent,” he said.
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Great Lakes Recruits March in Navy Day Parade

Recruits of Company 1681, 16th Regiment, stationed at Camp Lawrence, a division of the Great Lakes
Naval Training Center, march under arms in the Navy Day parade in Chicago, observing the 169th anni
versary of the VJ.S. Navy. They were led by their company commander, Walter Saunders, coxswain, of
Midland, Pa.
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N a v y D e n tis t

Lt. (jg) Thomas Watkins Jr.,
has recently been appointed to
the Navy Dental Corps and will
be stationed at the U. S. Naval;
Training Station, Great Lakes,
111. He received his commission
upon graduation from the dental
school of the University of
Pennsylvania, where he was
elected to the national dental
honorary fraternity and per
manent treasurer of his class
along with other honors. He
will be accompanied to Great
Lakes by seven o f his classmates.
He is the only son o f Dr. and
Mrs. Thomas Watkins of Char
lotte, N. C., and is spending a
leave with his parents at their
home on North M cDow ell street.

Negro Marines
Kill Seven Japs
B y S g t. H a ro ld A. B re a d .
SOMEWHERE IN THE PA
CIFIC.— (Delayed).—W h e n the
Japs forced, tl*sir way into the
division hospital area early in
the battle o f Guam, the 16 Ne
groes attached to headquarters
o f the Third Marine Division
were called upon to do what all
Marines are trained to do—fight.
Taking the assignment in
stride, as yhembers o f moppingup patrols, thoy killed seven Japs
without suffering a casualty.
, They were Corporal William
Lee, Corporal A. W. James, Pri
vates First Class Joseph Allen,
and Darrell L. Goins, and Pri
vates William T. Bonner, and
Mitchell R. Conway, Privates
First Class Jerry L. Chandler,
Jesse D. Hale, Claiborne C.
White, James C. McGregor, and
Thomas Grice Jr., Privates 'A l
fred Williams Jr., Raymond W il
son, Edgar Williams, James D.
Williams, and Tommie L. Thomp
son.

Coast Guard
Service Has'
« . -.

..
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TO MANHATTAN BEACH—
Chief Yeoman Chester Stovall
has been given his order to trans
fer to Manhattan Beach, New
York, Coast Guard Training Sta
tion. It is understood that he
will assume duties in the Public
Relations Department where he
will assist in laying the ground
work for induction of Negro
Women into the Spars, beginning
Jan. 1.
\
A report that the Florida train
ing station will be closed and
orientation of the Spars be con
centrated in New York, indicates
that the non-segregation policy
generally followed by the Coast
Guards will probably be followed
wh / Negro women enter the
service for the first time.
Chief Yeoman Stovall enlisted
in the Coast Guard two and a
half years ago and has been sta
tioned here every since. He told
an Argus reporter that probably
2000 Negroes have entered the
service in the 9th Naval District.
From these men, who are serv
ing as seame’t, -jrtfnners mates,
etc., in all battle areas, are con
stantly being received glorious
reports o f efficiency and valor,
he said.
The Spars offer a grand op
portunity for women between 20
and 36 years of age with at least
two years of high school train
ing, in the opinion of Chief Yeo
man Stovall. Not only will they
be able to gain higher education
and training, but they will as
sure the excellent benefits of the
I. bill.

N eg ro M arin es Prove V a lo* r>' ■
In P acific Isle Invasions
By GUY RICHARDS
NEW YORK, Dec. 9 (N. Y.
News).—The Negro Marines are
“ in.” Because of their bravery in
the front lines at Saipan, Guam
and Peleliu, the word that means
most to them was being passed
along the Marine Corps grapevine
today following comments by the
commandant, Lieutenant General
Vandegrift, himself the winner of
the Congressional Medal o f Honor.
The word is that the Negro
Marines are no longer on trial.
They’re Marines, period.

men who will enter the ministry
after the war, a dance band leader
and a boxer, landed under heavy
artillery fire and set a record for
unloading ammunition.
They
handled all ordnance from the
ships, ranging from huge aerial
bmobs to rifle ammunition, and
distributed it to the forward
dumps used by the Second and
Fourth Marine Divisions and the
Twenty-seventh Army Division.
Later, when the Japs counter
attacked and threatened Ameri
can lines, they were thrown intc
front line fighting. Here thej
held their own with the veterar
Landmark for Race
assault companies and accountec
The commandant has taken for their full share of Japs anc
pains to make this clear to groups Jap automatic weapons.
of officers assembled to hear him,
from camps in the Southwest Under Heavy Fire
Pacific to the training areas at
At Guam, in July, another Ne
damp Lejeune, N. C.
Based on new battle reports, gro Marine unit landed under
and from information gathered heavy enemy mortar fire a few
first-hand by General Vandegrift hours after the assault waves hit
at Saipan and Guam, this confi the beaches. Some were assigned
dential dictum means mare to the to shore parties during the initial
newly-organized Negro units of stages of the battle. Others were
the Marine Corps than many a sent to the front lines, where they
long, flowery speech from some were put to work muscling cart
ridges and shells to the assault
one. else.
And it plots a landmark for the companies while mortar, machineNegro race. For in the 168-year- gun and artillery fire dropped
old history of the Marine Corps, around them. Reports on their
many of whose best traditions and composure and industry under
exploits were fashioned by sons fire from battalion commanders
of the Solid South, there had were unstinting in their praise.
never been, until this war, Negro
At Peleliu in September, a pro
Marines.
portionately larger number of
Negro units were assigned to the
Long Held in Doubt
combat teams on the First Marine
It was no secret, either, that Division. It was the same story—
more
front-line fighting, more
veterans of China, Nicaragua,
Haiti, Belleau Woods, and Guadal enemy resistance, more unwaver
canal, were skeptical of Negro ing bravery.
But it was the first time that
Marines’ ability to run the gamut
of Marine training and stand up the Negro units had ever worked
under fire, particularly enemy ar with the First Division— the force
tillery fire. Yet the concrete re that General Vandegrift led
Their
sults of their Baptism in three re ashore at Guadalcanal.
latest praise, added to the others,
cent campaigns show that:
At Saipan, last June, a .Negro was all Vandegrift needed to give
Marine Corps unit, including two the accolade.
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DENTIST — The second N egro
ntist com m ission ed by the U. S.
is D r. Ivan G . H . F rase r, son
and M rs. O . L. K. F rd se / of
e ld , M ass. L ie u te n a n t ( jg )
rted to the N a v a l T ra in G r e a t L a k e ?, III.', e a rly
He is a g ra d u a te o f
n iv e rsity d e n ta l school
d of the fo rm e r M iss
R ichm nnfl.

Va.
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NAV A L OFFICER. Lieutenant (junior grade) Ivan
George Fraser, 174 Alden street, Springfield, Massachu
setts, who reported to Great Lakes this week for duty at
the U. S. Naval Training Center. Dr. Fraser is a graduate
of Virginia Union College and Howard University Dental
School. He is shown receiving instructions from Capt.
Robert R. Irons, Senior Dental Officer.
(Official U. S. Navy Photo)

Capt. Lastic

4th Negro
N ow Skipper
Capt. Lastic,
Former Mulzac Aide, Gets
Command
The War Shipping Administra
tion announced today that with the
appointment o f Capt. Clifton Lastic
to the command o f the new Liberty
Ship S. S. Bert Williams, four
Negroes are now skippers in the
American Merchant Marine.
Lastic, now somewhere at sea on
the maiden voyage o f his ship,
named for the late Negro comedi
an, previously had served as chief
mate of the S. S. Booker T. Wash
ington, under Capt. Hugh Mulzac,
another o f the Negro skippers.
He obtained his master’s license
last September, after spending 30
of his 45 years at sea. Born in the
British West Indies, he served with
the British Merchant Marine at the
age of 14, and as an able seaman
on British vessels during the last
war. He began shipping on Amer
ican vessels in 1937 wnen he be
came a U. S. citizen.
Lastic was recommended as skip
per by the War Shipping Admin
istration’s Recruitment and Man
ning Organization when the ship
was delivered to the Blidberg Rothchild Steamship Co., Inc. Another
Negro officer on the Bert Williams
is Vernon Dunlap, third mate, of
Providence, R. I., and there is a
I Negro able seaman in the crew.

■
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THE NAVY MADE HISTORY IN 1944

GREAT LAKES. 111.— (Upper left) For the first time in Naval
history a vessel with a predominantly Negro crew, the USS
Mason was commissioned and after a routine shakedown cruise
went on dut$ with the fleet. The skipper, Lieut.-Commdr. Wil
liam M. Blackford. Seattle, Wash., is shown with members of the
crew on the dock after the commissioning ceremonies in March of
Ferty-four. 'The first Negro Naval officers were commissioned in
March of Forty-four. In the picture at top right: Ensigns Regi
nald E. Goodwinj left). Washington, D. C.. and Samuel E. Barnes
(right). Oberlin. Ohio, are shown bidding farewell to Boatswain
Charles B. Lear. Keokuk. Iowa, and Ensign Jesse W. Arbor, Chi
cago. 111., who were being detached from the U. S. Naval Train
ing center here. Ensign Arbor and Boatswain Lear were assigned
to duties in Pearl Harbor thus becoming the first Negro Navy offi
cers to serve outside continental United States. In the center is
Ensign Dalton L. Baugh, Pine Bluff. Ark., now an officer aboard
ship in the Atlantic. During Forty-four for the first time. Negro
physicians and dentists were commissioned in the Medical and
Denial Corps of the U. S. Naval Reserve. Lt. (jg) Arthur L.

Thompson, senior medical officer of the dispensaries in Camps
Lawrence and Robert Smalls. U. S. Naval Training center here,
is shown (lower left) examining a recruit patient. Almost three
fourth of ihe hospital corpsmen on the staff of these dispensaries
are Negroes. In August of Forty-four, the Navy began *o assign
Negroes in general service to man partially 25 large aux
iliary vessels most of them in the Pacific combat area. Trained
Negro Bluejackets like those shown in the center picture have
been selected to serve on these ships. Mark Elmer Janes. Quar
termaster. second class of 326 Center street. Indianapolis. Ind..
and George W. Meekens, seaman, second class of 403 New Pitts
burgh avenue, Baltimore, Md., are pictured at the wheel of the
United Stales Training ship. Dallas, at the U. S. Naval Training
center here. Thousands of Negroes in 1944 were graduated from
the Camp Robert Smalls Service schools where they were trained
in Navy trades. Typical of these men is Daniel Morgan, seaman,
first class of 510 West Royen avenue, Youngstown, Ohio, shown
in photograph, lower right, who was graduated from Radiomen
school.—Official U. S. Navy photos.
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234,O i Seabees Celebrate Third
Anniversary; 12,300 Are Negroes
More than 12,300 Negroes joined
with other Navy Seabees in cele
bration of their third birthday on
December 23, 1944, The Seabees
have participated in every maj
amphibious invasion launched by
our forces in both hemispheres, and
have grown from an original force
of 3,300 men to one of more than
234,000, the Navy Department an
nounced this week.
The Seabees have a record of hav
ing licked the toughest military
construction job in history — the
building of advanced naval bases
fast enough to keep pace with the
needs of our expanding and increas
ingly aggressive fleet.
From the
days of Guadalcanal up to this
year's actions in Normandy, in the
Admiralties, Marianas, Palau Is
lands and finally in the Philippines,
Seabees have fought shoulder to
shoulder with the Army and Ma
rines.
Only recently the first battalion

of Negro Seabees to go overseas,
the 34th Construction Battalion, re
turned home after 20 months of
jungle fighting.
They brought
Them a vuiit commendatkil
from Capt. Mark L. Halsey, Jr.,
commander of the Naval Base at
Guadalcanal, fo r the splendid re
cord they made.
There have been several other ci
tations for Negro Seabee units, the
most recent came from Maj. Gen.
William H. Rupertus, former com
manding general of the First Ma- 1
rine Division, who commended the
Seventeenth Special U. S. Naval
Construction Battalion with a “ well
done” letter for their work during :
the landing and occupation of Peleliu Island, and for helping relieve
a shortage of ammunition in the
first lines during the night of DDay.
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First Negro Heins Sworn Into the Noral JSurse Corps

--------------------------------------------------------------

--------------H eraia Tribune—Acm*

D urin g services h ere yesterd ay9 left to right , C om m an d er Thom as A . G aylord adm inistering the oath to
M arion B en d ix9 A d ele B u n 'e. ,Barbara Jean Z e ig ler , Phyllis Mae D aley , and Jane Agnes B elan ger

Ensign’s Rank
To First Negro
Nurse in Navv

X - pleasant-faced young woman
of twenty-five, in a black crepe
dress. Miss Daley bore the lime
light modestly, but confessed she
was “ proud and excited.”
She was born in New York and
She Is Com m issioned at was graduated from the Lincoln
School for Nurses, 333 Southern
C erem ony Here U nder Boulevard, the Bronx, in 1941,
New Speed-Up System and served at Lincoln Hospital
and HojnsL_141st Street and Con
Miss Phyllis Mae Daley, o f 167 cord Avenue, file Bronx, and at
West 143d Street, first Negro the Department of Health, 125
nurse to be accepted for the Worth Street, as a public health
United States Navy Reserve Nurse nurse. She is now a student of
Corps, was commissioned an en public health nursing at Teachers
sign yesterday morning at the College, Columbia University.
The five nurses, all from the
Office of Naval Officer Procure
ment, 33 Pine Street, by Com metropolitan area, were the first
mander Thomas A. Gaylord, U. S. commissioned in New York under
N. (retired), director of the office. the Navy’s speed-up nurse re
Pour other nurses were inducted cruiting system, under which ap
into the service at the same time. plications are made here rather
“ I hope I am only the first of than in Washington, and the
a large number of members of Navy’s decision as to their eligi
my race,” Miss Daley said after bility will be made within thirty
the ceremony.
“ I know many days. The Officer of Naval Officer
said that 2,500 addi
Negro girls have applied for naval Procurement
nurses are needed in this
commissions and I hope they wi!l tional
area before June 1.
be successful.”

The others commissioned were
Miss June Agnes Belanger, 37-36
Eighty-eighth
Street,
Jackson
Heights, Queens, a graduate of
St. Vincent’s Hospital School of
Nursing; Miss Marion Helen Bendix, 531 East Lincoln Avenue,
Mount Vernon, a graduate o f Rus
sell Sage College School of nurs
ing, Tracy, N. Y .; Miss Adele Lee
Bruce, Mount Kisco, a graduate’
of Pennsylvania Hospital, Phila
delphia, and Miss Barbara Jean
Ziegler, 35-05 Parsons Boulevard,
Flushing, Queens, a graduate of
Charles S. Wilson Memorial Hos
pital, Johnson City, N. Y.
The new ensigns will be as
signed to duty within a few days
at one of the two naval hospitals
in this vicinity at St. Albans,
Queens, and the New York Navy
Yard, Brooklyn. They will re
ceive six months training in navy
hospital procedure before assign
ment elsewhere.
Miss Daley said in answer to a
reporter’s question that one did
not ask for a specific assignment
in the Navy, but she “ wouldn’t
mind going overseas.”
Miss Ziegler said she was glad
for Miss Daley’s success in beiilg
accepted for a commission and
hoped others of her race would
follow.
Miss Mabel K. Staupers, exec
utive secretary of the National As- j
sociation of Colored Graduate
Nurses, said that five other Negro'
young women had applied for
commissions at the same time
Miss Daley did. but she had not
heard whether they had been ac
cepted.
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Lt. (junior grade) Ulysses S.
Wharton, 1824 11th street, N.
W., Washington, D. C., who was
syvorn into the Medical Corps
of the U. S. Naval Reserve on
Sept. 8 has reported to Great
Lakes for duty at the U. S. Naval
Training Center. Dr. Wharton
is a graduate of Dartmouth Col
lege, where for three years he
earned his letter on the track
team, and the Howard Univer
sity School of Medicine. He serv
ed an interneship and a resi
dency in medicine at Freedmen’s
Hospital, Washington, D. C. The
new officer has been assigned to
the dispensaries in Camps Lawr
ence and Robert Smalls. (U. S.
Navy Photo.)
J
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Negro Seabd
End Hunger Strike
In California
Los Angeles, March 4 (/P).— The
two-day hunger strike of a Negro
Navy construction battalion at Port
Hueneme, near Oxnard, Calif., end
ed today when the men reported
for breakfast, Naval officials said.
The Navy public relations office
here reported that no known
change had occurred in the con-i
ditions of which the men com
plained.
Norman O. Houston, member of
the Los Angeles directorate, Na
tional Association for the Advance
ment of Colored People, said practically the entire personnel of the
iThirty-fourth Construction BatUalion, veterans of 21 months’ serv'ice in the South Pacific, partici
pated. Their complaint, he de
clared, was against the alleged ad
dition of white enlisted men to the
battalion for ultimate rating as
chief petty officers, whereas the
Negroes feel entitled to these rat
ings because of their experience
overseas.

Correspondents
WASHINGTON — The Navy De
partment this week announced the
appointment of five Negro seamen
as fleet correspondents so that
home town newspapers may re
ceive more news of the exploits of
local Negro seamen in the expand
ing naval operations in the Pacific
theatres of war.
The five appointees are included
among more than 100 other fleet
correspondents who are being as
signed to Public Relations, Pacific
Fleet. If any action takes place
during their assignment, they may
write personal stories of the sea
men involved. As soon as the cor
respondent’s assignment is com
pleted on one ship, he moves on
to another ship.
All five of the Negro fleet cor
respondents are graduates from the
U. S. Naval Training Station, Great
Lakes, 111. They are: Clarence Edi
son Trotman, of 854 East 167th
street, Bronx, N.Y.; Warren Ed
ward Gardner Jr., 19 East 128th
street, New York City; Roland Cur
tis Lamb Jr., 213 W. Pomona street,
Philadelphia: Murray Joseph Mar
vin Jr„ 246 West Colter street,
Philadelphia: Charles W i l l a r d
Campbell, 511 N. 42nd street,
Philadelphia.

Navy To Ship Seabee
. ‘Strikers* Overseas
i tie-Ct*

--------

I50S ANGELES. — The Negro their country by the inspiration
Seabees who recently staged a and understanding they will bring
hunger strike in protest of alleged
m i s t r e a t m e n t will be shipped to the enlisted personnel,” Wilkins
overseas within a month, it was added.
The 34th Seabees served honor
revealed here this week.
The men of the 34th Naval Con ably and heroically at Tulagi and
struction battalion are now on G u a d a l c a n a l , during their 21
their pre-embarkation leaves and months overseas. Other Negro Seawill return to their camp at the bee units have Negro chief petty
officers and the 34th feels they
end of this month. At that time are
they will be shipped overseas, not also. entitled to such promotions
to return until the war is over.
Principal cause of dissatisfac
tion among the Negro enlisted
men and the Negro public in gen
eral was made clear to Navy Sec
retary James V. Forrestal by the
NAACP.
Lack of Promotions Basic Cause
Roy Wilkins, acting secretary,
charged in a letter to Forrestal
that the reluctance of the Navy
"to recognize training and merit
and to reward it as it does white
personnel” was in a large meas
ure responsible for the trouble at
Port Hueneme where the hunger
strike was staged.
Citing complaints from over
seas and mainland bases, Wilkins
said in his letter:
‘‘It is now almost two years
since the NaVjr'announced its sot
called new policy on Negrogs. We
understand that at present there
are some 160.000 Negroes in the
Navy. We also understand that
the number of commissioned offi
cers is less than 34 and that in
this total are included some war
rant officers.
“ It is asserted by the men of
the 34th Seabee battalion that
they have more than 50 men in
their unit who are college gradu
ates," the letter continued, “ whose
scholastic training and experience
in civilian life make them eligible
for consideration for the rating of
CPO and for commissions.
Facts Weaken Navy “ Excuse”
“It is discouraging and destruc
tive to the morale when they see
white men with much less prepa
ration than they have, and with
no more apparent qualifications of
leadership than they possess, be
ing advanced beyond them,” Wil
kins wrote.
In answer to the Navy’s excuse
that “the Negro must work his |
way up slowly, Wilkins stated,
“thousands upon thousands of
white men have come very re
cently into the Navy from ail
walks of life and yet the Navy
has discovered ability a m o n g
them and has given them an op
portunity to secure commissions
and otherwise to advance them
selves.
“We believe there are many
units and many i n s t a l l a t i o n s
where Negro commissioned offi
cers can render a great service to
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Seabees Win Ouster Fight;
Given Honorable Discharges
W A S H IN G T O N — For the second time this week Ne
gro army personnel won a significant victory in their fight
against discrimination. On Monday the Navy department
overruled a commanding officer and gave discharges “ un
der honorable conditions” to 14 to 19 Negro Seabees, one
a Chicagoan, who had been dismissed from service in
October, 1943 as unfit or inapt.
Tuesday four WACs returned :
to duties at Lovell General hospi
tal, Fort Devens, Mass., after
their court martial sentences of
one year at hard labor and dis
honorable discharges had been
voided.
The Chicagp Seabee-is Orea A.
Meeks o f the Strode Hotel, 830
Oakwood blvd. The Navy board
of review action, which was ap
proved by Secretary of the Navy
Forrestal in the Seabee’s case, or
dered the discharges changed
from “ undesirable by reason of
unfitness” ,
or
"ordinary
dis
charges under satisfactory condi
tions by reason o f inaptitude” to
honorable * discharges.
The hearing last Dec. 11 set a
precedent when four of the Negro
Seabees, appearing as witnesses,
charged they were dismissed be
cause o f racial discrimination.
They denied specific charges of
unfitness an inaptitude
made
against them by their command
ing officer, Cmdr. Harry Chantey
Jr. They charged that their dis
missals were the result of an “ off
the record” , “ man to man” con
ference at which they bared griev
ances, at his invitation which in
cluded the policy of promoting
white personnel faster than Ne
gro.
Cmdr. Chantey told them he
"would see what he could do
about it,” the witnesses charges.
The next day they received in
stead a sharp reprimand for mak
ing complaints.
A week later
those attending the “ off the re
cord’ meeting and others were put
under arrest, returned to New
York and discharged.
The Seabees fought their oust
er under dishonorable conditions
because of the stigma which han
dicapped them in seeking employ
ment in civilian life.
The hearing before the board
o f navy review took place last
fall. The NAACP legal staff, Ar
thur Garfield Hays o f the Ameri
can Civil Liberties union and a
group of other organizations apred in the case.

Jbpic Heroism Won Negro
Gobs New Glory In Navy
^
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before World War II were barred
By ROBERT LUCAS
COAST GUARD—3,556; 4 offi
because of their color.
cers.
With death-spouting guns at
When the Secretary of the Navy
MARINE CORPS—15,771; 3 Ne
Pearl Harbor, Dorie Miller began announced in April, 1942 that Ne
the heroic saga of Negro heroism in groes would be recruited for the groes now In officer training.
|World War II.
Heroes All
Navy as apprentice seamen, he em
Since December 7, 1941 the sweat phasized that they would not be
A few of the many heroic ex
1and blood and lives of Negroes commissioned as officers.
ploits of colored enlisted men in
have added chapter after chapter
However, in March, 1944, 12 Ne these branches of service tell part
to the proud history of the Navy, groes were commissioned as ensigns of the story of the Negro’s progress.
Marine Corps and Coast Guard.
in the Navy.
An all-Negro crew of a Navy
V-E Day marks a milestone in
By this action and the admission
boat saved the lives of five
the progress of the Negro towards of colored bluejackets to specialists’ patrol
white
sailors adrift on a raft near
complete integration in the armed schools, the Navy showed it was Mare Island—Sept.
1944.
forces of the United States.
aware of the heroism o£ Negro
Shouting “Marines never re-'
Negroes Won Equality
messmen who grabbed up machine treat!” Cpl. Joseph Gogins of Chi
But until V-Day, when Negro guns in the heat of battle and cago encouraged an unarmed group
Leathernecks storm the beaches of proved
themselves
courageous of Marines and sailors at Saipan to
Japan and colored coast guards fighters.
stand off a Jap attack. When the
men patrol her shores and dusky
Negro women who have joined skirmish was over 7 Japs lay dead
bluejackets sail her waters, there the Spars, Waves and Navy Nurse —Sept. 1944.
is still a big job to do.
Corps have blazed a trail which
The first Negro Waves to grad
I For discrimination and segre will end on the shores of Tokio uate from training school were
gation remain the policy of these with complete integration into Harriet Ida Pickens and Frances
traditionally “white” branches ol these branches of service.
Willis, who were commissioned
l the service.
lieutenants Cj.g.) Dec. 1944.
Jim Crow Ever-Present
By their individual heroism and
But highlighting the Negro’s
’ c o u r a g e , backed up b y . public progress
from Pearl Harbor to V-E
pressure from the home front, Ne
Day have been cases of flagrant
groes have forced navy officials to Jim
Crow:
give them more and more equality.
STRIKE— A hunger strike by
"Back Door” to Coast Guard
1.000 Negro Seabees was staged
It has been a long, hard pull from in March, 1945 in a mass protest
the days when Negroes were rele against Jim Crow conditions and
gated to the ship's galley as mess- lack of promotions.
men until the present. The blood
The men were members of the
of colored Coast Guardsmen has famed Construction Battalion who
tinted the Pacific waters around served 21 months in the South Pa
Tarwtwa and Okinawa, and stained cific. Their anti-Negro command
the white sands orth ese Jap-in ing officer was removed and the
fested islands.
outfit shipped “back overseas after
The exact date when Negroes en widespread criticism of Navy
tered the Coast Guard is not policy.
known, for they slipped in by ac
MUTINY—Negro sailors refused
cident—through the “back door.” to load ammunition on the West
In the late Sixties competitive en Coast following the tragic Port Chi- i
trance examinations for the Coast cago blast, which many of them
Guard were given through the survived.
Post Office.
A mass mutiny trial of 50 sailors,
The accompanying questionnaire the first in the history of the U. S. 1
did not inquire as to race or color Navy brought to light the N avy1
since it was assumed that Negroes policy of relegating Negroes to the
could not pass. In North Carolina, most dangerous, least desirable
however, some Negroes passed the jobs. Public pressure and a bril
examinations and were admitted liant legal defense reduced their
to the Coast Guard without the punishment to short prison terms.
realization at Washington Head The fight to free them is still going
quarters that they were not white on.
men.
*
FLOGGING—Four Negro Seabees of the famous 34th Construc
“ Always Ready”
tion
Battalion were flogged at Port
The efficiency of their service as
California, on orders of
surfmen and life-savers was later Heuneme,
Dixie-bred Battalion Commander
recognized by making an all-Negro L.
G.
McBean.
McBean was later
station at Pea Island, N. C.
In June, 1942, another all-Negro ousted.
Merchant Marine Democratic
station was established at Tiana
Beach, Hampton Bays, Long Island.
That Negroes in the Navy, Ma
Other colored Coast Guardsmen rine Corps and Coast Guard have
train at Manhattan Beach, New made good in spite of the Jim Crow
York. Mounted on horses, Negro which these incidents point up, is
Coast
Guardsmen
patrol
the a tribute to their courage and faith
beaches of New Jersey.
in democracy.
Officers commanding these guar
The Merchant Marine, with its
dians of America's shores, report democratically mixed crews and
that Negroes have never tarnished Negro captains, has set a precedent
the Coast Guard's motto, “ Semper for other services to follow. Captain
peratis,”—“Always ready.”
Hugh Mulzac, skipper of the Lib
Although they have not erty ship S.S. Booker T. Washing
seen combat duty yet, the fact that ton, was the pioneer in the mari
colored Marines are now admitted time service which supplies the
to Officers’ Training school proves tools of war to the fighting fronts.
Latest official figures of Negro
that they have won their fight for
recognition. In the 51st Division personnel show:
NAVY—148.768 enlisted men.
at Camp LeJeune, La., are many
WAVES—45; 3 officers.
non-commissioned officers who, |

Marine medals were awarded to
34 men of the Merchant Marine,
28 posthumously—Feb. 1945.
Negro Spars Olivia J. Heoker and
Aileen A. Cooke began boot train
ing at Manhattan Beach, New York,
April, 1945.
On Guam, 16 Marine cooks drop
ped their pots and pans to bag
seven Japs—Oct. 1944..
Steward's Mate Clement H. Car
rington of Brooklyn fought and
extinguished a fire which swept
the LST on which he served at
Leyte—Nov. 1944.
More than 1,000 Negro sailors
took part in the invasion of the
Philippine slands.
On Peleliu, Palau Island, 200 Ne
gro
Seabees
volunteered
for
stretcher bearer duty after two
days and nights of unloading ships
under murderous Jap fire —
Nov. 1944.
The Navy Cross has been award
ed Dorie Miller and Elwin Bell.

The reial story jf how the Navy branded 50 ffear-shocked seamen as muti-.
neers is told in a strong and
sued this week on the Mare
out support in their fight to
set aside. The 50 men, over
Francisco area last October
m ent—or death. They were
phlet after 45 minutes of de
liberation, because they were
afraid to g o back to loading
ammunition three weeks after
they had seen the charred flesh
of
their
buddies
rain
down
on
them from the sky, in
the worst explosion of the war on
home shores.
Giving the back
ground of the case, the largest
mass trial in Navy history, the
NAACP pamphlet begins with the
Port Chicago explosion, three
weeks earlier in which over 320
sailors were blown to bits in less
time than "it takes to say jimcro.”
NAVY WARNED
Some of these fifty boys had
witnessed this terrible disaster,
had helped to gather up the frag
ments of their pals into baskets,
smelling their burnt flesh and gaz
ing at their twisted bodies. They
were still shocked and nervous
from this disaster. As well, many
o f them were untrained in the
work of loading ammunition, some
having worked as messmen only.
Shortly before the Port Chicago
explosion, the Navy had been
warned by the San Francisco
waterfront unions that there would
be an explosion on the docks if
the officers persisted in using inex
perienced seamen to load the ships.
And some longshoremen had of
fered to train them in the safe
handling of explosives.

poignant style by the N AACP in a pamphlet is
Island Depot case, as the organization urges allhave the long, hard convictions of the young men
half of them under 21. were convicted in the San
24 of a crime which can mean life imprison
convicted of “ making mutiny” says the pam

Here are some of the other
facts given in the pamphlet:
• Over half of the fifty con
victed men are too young to vote,
and many weighed less than 105
pounds and were only slightly more
than five feet all.
• Forty-four of the men had per
fect conduct ratings in the Navy.
• Kvery man loading ammuni
tion at Port Chicago where the ex
plosion occurred was a Negro, and
all of the officers were white.
• The men had been so nervous
at their work, not knowing which
move might be the wrong one, that
one night one of them went com
pletely berserk in the hold of a
ship.
• After the Port Chicago ex
plosion, the officers did not issue
a direct order for the men to go
to work, but instead, lined them
up and said: “ If you are willing
to obey orders, fall out— stand on
this side— cowards over here—do
this, do that.”
• The white officers themselves,
who tried to get the men back to
loading ammunition were nervous.
• One of the white petty officers
not involved in the mutiny trial
had said: “ The cooperation of my
men was always wonderful, their
discipline excellent. We had the
top division at the base.”
On Tuesday, a hearing was held
before Rear Admiral F. L. Lowe
and other staff officers of the Navy
on the brief filed by Thurgood
Marshall, counsel for the NAACP,
seeking to set aside the convic
tions. Ten of the men were sen
tenced to 15 years in prison; eleven
to ten years; twenty-four to 12
years; and five to eight years.
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Unlisted Seamen
ffudy To Become
Naval Officers j
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Ne
gro enlisted men are now study
ing in Naval O fficer’s Training
|Schools at Columbia, Cornell
and Colgate Universities, the
University o f Pennsylvania and

PAYNE

FLIPPER

at the Renasselaer Polytechnic
Institute, the Navy Department
reported this week.
The five Negro seamen as
signed to these institutions since
January 1, 1945, have been or
dered to report from the Naval
Ammunition Depot at Earle,
N. J.
The two latest appointees are
Howard Payne Jr., technical
specialist, 3c, of 2588 Seventh
avenue, New Y ork, N. Y., and
Carl F. Flipper, yeoman, 3c, o f
401 West 116th street, New
York, N. Y.
Specialist Payne
a graduate
of Fordham University Law
School and practiced law before
he was inducted into the Navy.
He is a member o f the Omega
Psi Phi Fraternity, and has been
(See ENLISTED SEAMEN, Page 2)
assigned to Colgate University
for a "refresher” course.
Yoeman Flipper is the son of
Bishop N. F. Flipper, of Kansas
City, Mo., and holds a master’s
degree in mathematics from the
University of Kansas. He was
inducted
w hile
teaching
at
F„oosevelt High School, Gary,
Ind. He has been assigned to
the Naval Reserve Mic^hipmen
School, Columbia University.
It is expected that by the end
of 1945, there wil be a welltrained group of Negro line o f
ficers m oving into the fleet's
fighting units on all fronts, the
Navy Department said.
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G R E A x' LAKES, I1L —
Saunders. .9707 South i'P i
Chicago. Illinois, who
in
came to Great Lakes as M_
,
prentice seaman, returned to the
Naval Training Center this
an Officer,in the U. S. Navi
serve.
'•
Ensign Saunders, a gradual,
Wendell Phillips ,.H igh
Scl
entered the service in 1942
had worked 1 '-^,:way up to
machinist's mate,
se c :“ d'
within the enlisted ranks
he was chose,- through
tive examination, ter training;
der the Navy's V-12 program.'
a V-12 student, Saunders attend
ed Pu/due University, Lafayette
Indiana. Miami Uhiveraity,
O x
ford, Ohio, and Baldwin-Wallace
College, Berea,' Ohio for a total
of sixteen montUs. Then he went
to pre-midshipmen's
school:. at
Asbury Park, . New Jersey.
For
midshipman training, h i ' attended
the U. S.
Neval
Midshipmen’s
School at Columbia
,University
from which he was ' graduated
last month,- th e..on ly , N'jjro In
his class.
*.*•
r '*
He is the second Negro XT-----'
officer. th be assigned to
ciplinary Barracks here,
was Ens. Kenneth *oM i
New Yyrk C i t y .;^ ;,
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Negro Enters
Navy Academy;
First Since ’37
An 18-ycar-old/ former cadet
colonel at. Dunbar High School,
the first Negro to be appointed to
the U. S. Naval Academy since
1937, reported
at A n n a polls
June 30, the
Navy said last
night.
He is Wesley
A. Brown, son
of Mrs. Rosetta
K. Brown, 2125
Ward pi. nw„
who was ap
pointed by Repr e s e n t ative
Adam Clayton
Brown
Powell, jr. (D.,
N. Y.). one o f the two Negro mem
bers of the House. Brown was
active in track and basketball at
Dunbar. He enlisted in the Army
in 1943 in order to study at Howard
University under the ASTC.
For a time Brown made his home
here with an aunt, Mrs. Harriet
E. Tyler, at 1305 Q st. nw. Five
Negroes have been appointed to
the Naval Academy in its history.
There have been no Negro gradu-

This Clipping From

UTICA, N. Y.
OBSERVER DISPATCH
0 *0

^
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Washington — (/Pi— The first
Negro appointed to the Naval
, Academy at Annapolis, since 1937
1 reported to the institution June
30, the Navy said yesterday.
He is Wesley A. Brown, New
. York and Washington. A former
student
. Washing!
1 the academy by Representative
> Adam Clayton Powell Jr., Negro
member of Congress from New
York City.
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Commissioned Ensign

ENSIGN JOSEPH L. PIERCE,
of Atlanta, one of the two col
ored of the 1000 members of the
Naval
Reserve
Midshipmen’s
School, Fort Schuyler, the Bronx,
who were graduated and commis
sioned in the U.S. Naval Reserve
at ceremonies July 3 in the Ca
thedral of St. John the Divine in
New York City.

TIE A1JSTERDAM-5TAR SBvUS
New York C it y

Date
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Navy Gets Two More Negro Ensigns

ENSIGN HOWARD D. JETER JR., of Chicago, left, and Ensign J. L. Pierce, right, of Atlanta, Ga., the two
Negroes who were graduated from Fort Schuyler and received their credentials at ceremonies last week at
the Church of St. John, the Divine, are shown with another member of their class immediately after the
services. Young Jeter is the son of Attorney Howard I). Jeter Sr., of Chicago, who was here for the
ceremonies.
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FIRST NEGRO COMEAT OFFICER TOASTS ’GRAND OCD SHIP*

Sam uel S. G ravely, center, executive officer
o f the P C 1264. and first Negro officer to be
assigned to a U.S. N avy combat ship, joins
two other old friends o f the craft in a toast to
the PC just prior to its decommissioning at
Staten Island last w eek. Th e other officers
paying respects are'C om dr. Eric Purdon. left.

oi i»arnson, n . x m e snips first com m anding officer, and at right. L t. (j.g.) Jack Sulherland o f Eureka, C alif., com m ander o f the PC
1264 when it was ordered decommissioned.
The vessel was the only predom inantly N e
gro-m anned ship in the N av y. — Solomon
photo.

i
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M ID S H IP M A N
GRADUATE
NOW
A S S IS T A N T
COM-|
M A N D E R — Ensign Sam u el Dee G ra v e ly , « 1 9 N icholson street.!
Richm ond, V a ., the first N c g io graduate o f the N a v y ’s M id sh ip -<
m an ’s School at C olum bia U niversity, has been assigned as a ssist-1
ant com m ander of the 29(h Battalion in Cam p Robert Sm alls ofi
the N a v a l Training C enter there. H e is show n discussing the
da y ’s schedule with the battalion com m ander, L t. <jg) F . ' G .
H eadley, 765 Sutter street, San Francisco, C alif. The new officer
entered the N av y in 1942 as an apprentice seam an, and rose w ith 
in the enlisted ranks to m otor m achinist's m ate, second class.
In July 1943, he took a com petitive exam ination and w as ad
m itted to the U niversity of C alifornia at Los A n g e le s under the
N a v y ’s V -1 2 program .
There he studied until July of 194,4.
A fte r six w eeks further training in the P re-M id sh ip m a n ’s School
at A sb u ry Park, j f . J., he entered the C olu m bia U n iversity M id 
shipm an’ s School.
In D ecem ber 1944, Ensign G ra ve ly becam e
the first N egro to graduate from this m idshipm an’s school. Upon
graduation he was com m issioned.
On Dee. 28, he reported to
G reat Lakes.
(O fficial U. S. N a v y Photo)

F inds Navy Trying Sincerely
To Make Jim Crow Walk tfdanl
Investigator Holds
Program Far Ahead of
Army’s
B y J o h n T. M o u t o u x
W a sh in g to n B u re a u

W A SH IN G TO N , July 1 4 ,-T h e
Navy is trying sincerely and hon
estly to wipe out color lines in that
branch of our armed forces, and its
efforts, already have been so suc
cessful that “it’s no longer the same
Navy,” Lester B. Granger, execu
tive secretary of the National Ur
ban League, reported here after a
tour of 12 Navy installations from
coast-to-coast.
The Navy’s program to integrate
Negroes with white personnel is “so
far ahead of the Army’s that it’s not
even funny,” he added.
Granger said he made the trip at
the request o f Navy Secretary Forrestal to observe the actual admin
istration o f the Navy’s non-discrimi
nation policy and to talk with Negro
enlisted men and their officers to
see how the program is working out.
He emphasized that he talked
with Negroes in the service away
from official surveillance and on an
off-the-record basis, so that the men
could feel free to express any com 
plaint or grievance.

Policy Sound
He reached these conclusions:
51 The Navy’s non-discrimination
policy is “ admirably sound as offi
cially set forth.”
f The policy was “ honestly and
intelligently administered” in the
headquarters of all of the districts
he visited. He found no sign of re
sistance to the policy “but rather a
lively and sincere interest in mak
ing the policy successful.” He found
the top officers at each of the bases
he visited “proud of what they have
achieved” in eliminating racial
prejudice.
51 The further down in the ranks
he went, “the more instances he
found o f deviation from the letter
of the policy.”
Granger said he wasn’t surprised
at violations of the policy down in
the ranks, in view of the wide
spread racial prejudice in this coun
try, but he added that wherever
abuses were found and reported to
higher officers, they were corrected.

?N\

H enry A. M artin, Jr., right, is sw orn in as an ensign in the U . S.
N aval R eserve. O n e o f the N a vy’s first N eg ro officers, he is a
ch em ica l en gin eerin g graduate o f U niversity o f M ich igan and
first served in N avy as an enlisted man stationed on Staten Island.
have separate barracks but that seg tried to “ take over” Naval property.
More than 250 seamen were in
regation has been eliminated in
mess halls and in recreational facili volved in the alleged refusal to
obey orders, but only 50 were courtties.
51 A beginning of assigning N e martialed, and that these were tried
gro personnel to combat duties on simultaneously, rather than sepa
warships. He pointed out that prior rately, for individual charges.
to the new policy Negroes were
Lists Gains
pretty much restricted to shore du
ties. Their job was to load ammu
He listed six specific gains which
nition on a battleship, for example, have been made in the Navy in the
but they never got to shoot it.
last two years in abolishing racial
On the question of non-segrega discrimination:
51 Admission o f Negroes to all
tion, Granger said he talked to one
white sailor “ who had an accent as but two branches of the Navy. (T he
deep as Texas” and his feeling was: last holdouts are aviation pilots and
combat posts in the submarine ser
“ I’d rather stay with my own peo
ple. But I bunk next to a Negro; he vice. ) Tw o years ago, Granger said,
Negroes in the Navy were restricted
leaves me alone and I leave him
to the stewards branch.
alone, and so it’s all right.”
5[ The training o f Negroes as
Granger said that while there
commissioned officers. Previously a
had been some “ squawking” over Negro, no matter what his train
the non-segregation policy, it was ing or qualifications, was barred
not serious and the general attitude from the rank of officer. Now he
of the men in the service was “w e’re can go as high as his ability can
all in the Navy together.”
carry him.
Asked if the Red Cross had any
5f Negro personnel in general serv
thing to do with the Navy’s recre ice now are being assigned to aux
ation program, Granger replied:
iliary craft up to 10 per cent o f the
“Thank God, no.” He explained ships’ complements. Previously Ne
that while the Navy runs its pro groes in general service were re
gram on a non-discrimination basis, stricted to one or two vessels.
the Red Cross encourages discrimi
51 Progressive elimination of ra
nation by providing separate white cial segregation. Granger said that
and Negro clubs overseas.
in general Negroes and-whites still
The National Urban League rep
resented by Granger is an inter
i
racial social service organization
with headquarters in New York*"

NAACP Asks Reversal
Of Court-Martial
t h J ^ A 8^
MarshaH, counsel for
Ik IS,A ACP (National Assn, for
the Advancement o f Colored Peo
ple) has appealed to Navy Secre
tary Forrestal to set aside courtmartial proceedings which last
October round 50 Negro seamen
guilty of refusing to load ammuni
tion ships at Mare Island Depot,
Cal.
The 50 seamen were all sin \ivors
of an explosion at Port Chicago last
July 17, in which at least 323 per
sons, mostly Naval and Coast Guard
personnel, were killed.
Marshall said the NAACP had
several legal grounds for request
ing reversal of the conviction. He
^ f There1was never any evidence
of jnutiny, as charged by tl.e Navy
D ^ t . None o f the 50 seamen had
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TwoHNegroes in
Last Class of
iavy Ensigns
Two Negro yodths, one 19 and
the other 21, were among 677
graduates from the Navy’s Mid
shipmen’s school at Abbott Hall
on Northwestern University’s cam
pus to receive their commissions
as Ensigns Monday in impressive
and colorful ceremonies at Navy
pier.
The Negro ensigns are Robert
Lee Randolph, 19, o f East St.
Louis, 111., and John Wesley Lee
o f Indianapolis. They were mem
bers of the twenty-fifth, and re
portedly the last, class that will
graduate from the Naval Reserve
Midshipmen’s school, which was
organized in August of 1940 un
der the leadership of Capt. Benyaurd B. Wygant, USN (Ret.)
Twenty thousand Naval Reserve
officers have been commissioned
from the midshipmen’s school at
Abbott Hall since its organization
ras pointed out during the
uation ceremonies Monday.
This total far exceeds those who
have graduated from the Naval
academy at Annapolis during its
100 year long history.
Ensign Randolph, 19, resides
with his mother, Mrs. J. A. Ran
dolph at 1241 E. Broadway in
East St. Louis. He attended DePaul university here. Ensign Lee,
who is 21, is the son of Mrs. Em
ma .T. Lee of 361 W. 28t.h st., In
dianapolis. He attended Indiana
university.
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Last All-Colored Class Graduated at Great Lakes

Company 791, the last all-colored recruit company, was graduated from the U. S. Naval Training Center at Great Lakes last week afti
winning six consecutive battalion “ Rooster” flags for military proficiency and three successive “ A” flags in athletic competition in v hli
the company set 12 new center track records. Since July 1, colored recruits entering the Navy have been assigned to the same inmpan
as whites. Shown in top picture is Harry D. Bray, Rochester, N.Y. (third from left), the honor man of Co. 791 with two other h >nor m
receiving certificates at the graduation review. Center photographs show Capt. R. J. Penny, commending the men and congrati lating t
•ompany comm inder. I ritz Weller, Boatswain’s Mate, second class of NYC. Picture below shows the men of Co. 791 with tleir flag

W A S H IN G T O N —

A

large num

ber of Negroea worked on the atomic
bomb. This fact was made official by
an Office of W a r Information re
lease sent out following the statement
that, the W a r Manpower Commission
had. recruited 179,000 workers for the
super-secret atomic bomb project*
From Chicago a young Negro wii*
ard of mathematics helped construct
the deadly atom bomb.
That information came last week
from officials of the University of
Chicago here where scientific research
work on the atom bomb has been
directed by Dr.» A . H . Compton, the
nation’s foremost atom expert, for
the past two years. The result of the
findings here' is said to have made
possible the construction of atom bomb
plan'.s at Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
and
Richland Village, W ash.
A m ong/the Chicago scientists listed
on the project were Edward A . Rus
sell: Moddie Taylor; Harold Delaney;
Benjamin Scott; J . Ernest W ilkins
and Jasper Jeffries.
The youngest of the group prob
ably was D r. J. Ernest Wilkins, a
wizard o f mathematics, who astound
ed the world two years ago when He
received his P h.D . degree at 19. The
government brought the youjhftil
mathematician here from Tuskegee
where he had been teaching mathe
matics to aid cadets, to devote full
time to the atom bomb project.
In New Y ork City, IJ>r. W illiam
J. K n ox headed a group of scientists
at Columbia University.
W orking
with him were' * Sidney Thompson,
George W . Reed, ’ Sherman Carter,
Robert J. Qmohundro, Lloyd Quarterman ar.d Clarence Turner.
The work of the Negro scientists is
known on ly-to governmental authori
ties* The work of the army of scient
ists was kept secret because of se
curity reasons.
(Continued on page 6 )

Negroes Help
Make A-Bomb
(Continued from Phge 2 )

It is significant that tome of the
scientists selected were products of
Negro colleges and universities.
Because of the extreme secrecy,
W M C officials said, the recruiting
job was one of the most difficult un
dertaken by W M C and recruiting
still is continuing.
! Unlike most such programs, which
originate on the local level and are
routed through state and regional of
fices to Washington, the request for
workers for the super-bomb project
was placed directly before W M C by
the A rm y in Washington, according
to the Recruitment and Transporta
tion (section of the W M C ,
I W orkers recruited for the project
.were unaware of the nature of th;
job even after they had been employ
ed some months, and U S E S officials
recruiting workers were told merely
to refer them to a “ highly secret proj
e ct."
j O f the 179,000 workers recruited,
approximately 80,000 were for the
IHanford project, approximately 9 0,000 for the Clinton project and ap
proximately 9,000 for all the other
parts of the Manhattan District ac
tivity as it was referred to by the
[Army.
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C rewmen of the USS M iami D u r in g the C ivil W ar

after 1900. Paralleling the rise of Jim Crow and legalized segregation in much of
America was the cutback in the number of black sailors, who by 1909 were
mostly in the galley and the engine room. In contrast to their high percentage of
the ranks in the Civil War and Spanish-Amcrican War, only 6,750 black sailors,
including twenty-four women reservists (yeomanettes), served in World War I;
they constituted 1.2 percent of the Navy’ s total enlistment.4 Their service was
limited chiefly to mess duty and coal passing, the latter becoming increasingly
rare as the fleet changed from coal to oil.
When postwar enlistment was resumed in 1923, the Navy recruited Filipino
stewards instead of Negroes, although a decade later it reopened the branch to
black enlistment. Negroes quickly took advantage of this limited opportunity,
their numbers rising from 441 in 1932 to 4,007 in June 1940, when they con
stituted 2.3 percent of the Navy’ s 170,000 total.' Curiously enough, because

(New York: The Free Press, 1972); Fred
erick S. Harrod,
(Westport: Greenwood Press, 1978).
^Ltr, Rear Adm C. W. Nimitz, Actg Chief. Bureau of Navigation, to Rep. Hamilton Fish, 17 Jun }7,
A9-10, General Records of the Department of the Navy (hereafter GenRecsNav).
'Memo, H. A. Badt. Bureau of Navigation, for Officer in Charge. Public Relations, 24 Jul 40, sub:
Negroes in U.S. Navy, Nav-641, Records of the Bureau of Naval Personnel (hereafter BuPersRecs).
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